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Today we are faced with 
the preeminent fact that if 
civilization is to survive, 
we must cultivate the science 
of human relationships--the 
ability of all peoples, of 
all kinds, to live together 
and to work together , in the 
same world, at peace. 
---Franklin D. Roosevelt 
* * * * * 
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THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERNS 
Needed : Improvefl American Public Relations Abroad . 
~'lith the coming of the Air Age , the United J tates has a ccepted 
the inevitable and renounced its traditiona l po l icy of isola-
tionism. The publ i c with which the science and art of publ i c 
relations mu s t dea l , therefore, has expanded beyond city limits, 
s tate borders, a nd nat iona l frontiers, to include the entire 
world . 
Internationa l "publi c relations" have existed and their 
manife s t a tions are a matter o f historica l re cord s i n ce the days 
of the ancient .BabyloniJ..ns s. nd Egy:9tians, before Christ. Hmv-
ever, t h e a,plicati on of modern public relations principles to 
include p ublic relati ons on an internationa l sca le, i s a recent 
concept . But i f t he a~plicati on o f principles of mutua l under-
s tanding 2.nd 11 good :pu bl ic rel a tions" i s important between 
employer a nd employee, producer a nd consumer, and government 
and business, then, it i s equally imoortant between re presenta-
tive s of d iffe r ent nat ions . 
The Senate Foreign ae l at ions Co mmittee woul d a~)ear to 
support this view . n 'l'h e character of modern interna tional 
relations e.nd co mmuni co. tions , 11 a recent report s tated , 11 a s well 
a s t h e place held by the United 3tates in ivorld civilization, 
d emand and warrant i n creas ed activ iti e s abroad in t he field of 
nubli c re l a tions. 11 l 
The Genera l Pro blem. Pri ma ry res9onsibility for activ-
ities abroad--including the fiel d of pu blic relat ions--is, of 
course, veste u in the J tate Depa rtment, under the d irect i on of 
the Pre s ident and t he Congress. The President, t h s Cong ress, 
::1nd the 3 ta t s Department, hmvever, probably cannot a lone rna teri 
ally improve Americ ::1n public relations a broa d. This is largely 
a p ro.ject for Am erica n tourists, globe-t ro tting ou s ines smen, 
and servicemen overseas. 
HO\'l to train Ame ricans generally to improve American 
pu blic re lati on s abroad , is a tremendous problem completely 
beyond t h e scope of this thes i s . Secreta r y of St a te Dean 
.Acheson perhaps referred indirec t ly t o this theme in his recent 
a p"?ea l f or 11 Tota l Diplomacy , 11 \vherein a bi-parti san Cong ress, a 
free a n d responsible pres s , and a n in fo rmed a nd a lert public, 
would present a united front to a confused world . 
The Air Force Problem. As Air Force officers, t h e 
writers of this thesis a re natura lly concerned pri~arily with 
the problems of the Air Force. They a re therefore vitally con-
earned with how t h e Air Force can make it s c ontri bu ti on toward 
improving America n public rela tions abroad. 
That a problem exi s ts hardly need s elaborating . As one 
writer d e s cri be s it: 
1 80th Congre ss , J enate Reuort No . 8 11, J anuary 7, 1948 , 
pp . 3-4. 
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Th ere has ~roba~ly nev e r be e n a n army of occupat ion, of 
a ny nationality, v.rh i ch ·9rov ed t o b e a n i nstrument of favor-
able propaganda f or its country ... Di s cuss t h i s s ubject 
wi th the long - suffering citizens of European cities today 
and you mi gh t a l mo st conclude t hat t he Unite d 3tates• f orce '"' 
in Europe had been a rat ~er potent 1 instrument o f anti-
America n p rop?-ganda•.2 · 
Dur i ng t h e cour s e o f t h e wa r, with civilian warriors 
d eploye d over t he worl d , t~e Armed Forces were understandably 
unabl e to p rovid e wide s pread tra ining in pu blic rela tions 
a broad . Wi t h t h e r ap id demo b ilizat i on of wa rtime forces a nd th 
recruitment of new ones f or t h e needs of t h e occupa ~ion s a nd 
f ore i s n milit a r y mi ss i on s , t h ey have b een s i mila rly handica pp ed. 
At t h e pr es e n t time of compara t ive pe a ce, h owever, it wo u ld s e e 
rea s o nable t h at increa sed ef fo r t s hou l d be devoted to t h e solu-
tion o f the pro b lem. 
'I'h e Air Acad e mv Problem. It i s t l1e aim of t h i s thesis 
to inves t i gate t h e proposition t hat the first and f undamental 
s te p t h e Air Force sh ould t ake toward solving t h e pro ~lem, waul 
be t h roug h tra i n ine; o f ficer s in a n Ai r Academy. Th e t a r g et of 
s uch tra inins -;,.,rould be to pro d uce leaders \1'/ho 11 combine t h e 
s~ill s of p ropaganda , military strat egy a n d t a cti c s, di p lomacy, 
a n d economics in a sin g le homog eneous le a ders hip corps.n3 
Th e s e le a ders so tra ined woul d then ,_m r1ertake t h e tra ining of 
t h e rank a nd file of military pers onnel, a nd ins titute informa-
tional p roe;r arn s unc er r e l a tivel y favorable cond itions. 
2 Leland Stowe, ~V'hile .Time rt.ema ins (Ne'...,r York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1947), p. 109. 
3 Gabriel A. Almond , The Ame rica n People a ng foreign 
P o licy (New York: Ha rcourt, Br a ce and Com9any, 1950), p. 147. 
I! 
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General Hoyt 0 . 'l andenberg , Chief of St a ff of the U3AF, 
made an i nc'U rect allusion to the need for thi s type of training 
in an Air Academy, w~en he recently said: 
.• Our adv i ce is often s o ught by t he ma~>::ers o f nation 
a l po licy , and t h e extent o f our c apa bilitie s must be con-
sidered in numerous internationa l c ommi t ments. New 
obligations, new duties, new responsibilities ap ) ear every 
day. We require officers tra ined not merely to ac cept 
duties and respons ibili t ies whic h are i mpos e d upon them; 
t he y mu s t be tra ine d to rec o gnize and a ssume ~ut ie s a nd 
res p ons ibilities wh ich no one has ever as s i gned to them.4 
Imu orta n c e of the Study. General Dt~ ight D. Ei senhmver, 
n ow president o f Columbia University, has t his to say on the 
I 
i mportance o f American public relations abroad : I 
A r ela tively s mall minority c an g ive us a bad reputation ~ t~at will tak e our country a l ong time to overcome. It is I 
an unfortunate fact that any group is _judg ed not only by 
the g ood behavior of the ma jority, but on t h e mis be havior 
of t he few. It is a universa l tendency to remember the bad 
a n d forget t h e good . . . . Each day we a re build. ins up an 
iopres s ion upon Allied p eoples , a n d thi s i mpres s ion is j 
larg ely founded up on t !1e c '1aracter of our persona l a nd offi -l 
ci a l cont a cts with t hem.5 I 
I f t his study exert s a ny inf luence among milita ry plan-
ner s toward increa sed awareness of th e problem, and i ncre as ed 
a ctivity a lons the lines of s olving it, than s ur e l y it may be 
considered impor·t ant in improving Ameri c an Du b lic rela tions 
abroad. 
II. DEFINITION OF TER.IviS 
Hili t a ry 'rerms . 'rhe fo l lowi ng military terms used in t h e 
4 Sperry Cor9orat ion , SuerryscoDe ( Hemps tead , N. Y., 
Autumn I ssue, 19)+9), p. 4. 
5 Quoted by Lela~d 3tmve , QQ. cit ., p. 110 . 
I 
II 
thesis are he re defined for the civi li an reader: 
Unit ed .3tate s Ai r Force, or USAF, or the Air Force. 
Under the Ar med Services Unification Ac t, the Air Force was 
e stablished on J u ly 26, 1947, as an autonomous unit, coequa l 
\vi th the Army and the Navy. Previous ly, the America n air a rm 
had been de s i gnated as the Army Air Forces (June 20 , 1941), t he 
Ar my Air Corps (July 2, 1926), and the Ar my Air Service (June 4 
1920) . 
Pu blic I nformation Of'ficer , or PIQ. The off icer d irectl 
charged wi t h Air Force relat i ons with the public, is designat ed 
as PIO. 'rhe old de s i gnation of 11 PR0 11 (Public Re l at i ons Offi cer 
wa s changed early in World War II. 
Air Academy. Reference i s made t h roughout t he tl:'lesis to 
11 an11 Air AcadeiiJ.y , since an a c ademy f or t he Air Force, similar 
to Wes t Point and Annapolis , is st ill in ~c,he pla nning s tage. 
Th e 3ecretary of the Air Force has this to say about it : 
Propo s ed l egis l a tion for a third s ervi ce a cademy has bee . 
endors ed by the Air Force , the 3ecretary of Defense, and the 
Pre s ident, and has been recommended to the Congre s s for 
a pprova l. 
In addition to provid.ing for a pe r manent a cademy, the 
proposed oill 'l'loul d pe r mit the est abli shment of an interim 
academy at a t empora ry loc at ion, pend ing construc tion ofthe 
per manent a cade my . Ru sl.1in.3 t he latter i s but par t.ia l sol u-
tion to the pre ssing problem of r ais ing the averase l evel 
of e ducational at tainment among re gular Air F'o:::'ce officers . 
To t.ha t end , and. -"" i t"J the 3.p1)rov ~l of tbe Secretary of 
Defens e, t he 3ecretary of t~e Air Force appointed an Air 
Force Academy 6i te 0e lection Board on November 25 , 1 9 49 . 
Thi s .Soa r d i s now conducting a compre ~e!l.s iv e 3urve y of pos-
s i ble Academy l ocations . 
1''-'le!l.ty-five 9e rcent of V1e graduating classes Rt Wes t 
Point e. ncl Annapoli ~-J t ':1 i s June 1950 Ifi ll be fu.rn i shed to the 
Air Force . The Army wil l receive about 500 gr aduates from 
5 
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West Point, the Navy a~out 516 from Annapo lis. This d oes 
not sati s fy the i r needs. 
·r h e situation i n the Air .F'orce j_s much ivorse, however, 
becaus e a lthoug11. the Air Force has the g re a test defi ciency 
in profess ionally trained r e gular officers , t he Air Force 
1 
share of 25 oerceYJt of b o t'\:1 t1'J.e June 1950 g raduating c l asses 
:·Ji ll furnish- .~nly 33? Acgdemy g r a duates- - 172 from Annapolis 
a nd 167 from .lest Po1nt. 
S~:::>ec ia l 'rerms. The fol l ovving s 9ecial terms are defined 
here in the s ense i n which t h ey are u s e d in the the s is: 
Public .l.i.e lations. The Pnbl ic E.elat io:J.s So ciety of 
America g lves t h e follovling definition : 
1. The a ctivi ties of an ind ustry , union , cor9ora~1on , 
profession, g overnment , or ot 'l er organization in ~ouil 8. ing 
and maintaining s ound and p roductive re l a tions with s~e cial 
p u b lic s suc h a s customer s , em?loyees , or s tockholders , and 
\lith the public a t l a r g e, so &s to adapt itse l f to its 
environment and interpret i tself to society . 
2. The st a te of such a ctivitie s , or the de g r ee of t heir ! 
s uccess, in furth ering publlc underst a nding of an organiza -
tion's e conomi c a nd s oci a l adjustment; as, g ood or poor 
pub lic re lations. 
3 . The art or profe s s i on of organizing a nd d eveloping 
these activities; as , university cours e i n ryublic re l ations; 
oubli c re l ations r e quires technical skill in various tech-
niques . Hence , Dublic re l atio"ls o f fi cer , directo r , g_ounsel, 
or -c onsultant.7 
International Relat ions . This t h e sis will not deal wi t h 
11 internat io1 a l rela tions 11 i n the ord inary s en s e of the te rm, 
which refer s to the act i vi tie s of diplomats in striped pants, 
foreign s ervice officer s of the J tate Depa rtment , and inter-
nat i onal lawyers. As Genera l Omar Br adl e y recen t l y emphas ized : 
II 
I 
I 
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In the f oreig n poli~y o f our na t~on de fine d for it by t h 
President, the Congre ss , and the people of t~e Uni ted 3 tates 
the ~ ilitary mu s t never be a nything more than a ... s ilen 8 -partner . 
Internation.o:tl Pu olic rlelations . Thi s t hesis is con-
cel"ned, not ~vith ''internat. ional relat ions" (v. s upra), out i'li th 
"public rel c.. tions 11 as applied to f oreign af fairs. For lack of 
a be tter term , t h e fl e l d is described he re as "interna tio!1a l 
pu blic rels,tions . " 
III. METHOD AND PROC~DURE 
fhe primary meth od employed in the preparat ion of this 
thesis has b een to ask the opinions of pe op le who a re in a 
position to g i ve competent opinions. The procedure, there fore, 
1r1a s to s end questionnaires to a ll Air Force PIO o overs ea s ( See 
Append ix A); and a separate que stionnaire to se lected civilian 
experts in public rela tions , ed ucat ion , and rela ted fields . 
( See Ap pendix C) The a nswers to these questionnaires a re pre-
s e nted and discussed in detail in the se cond a nd third chapters 
which follow. The questionnaire s , cover le tte rs which accompa -
nied t hem, li sts o f respondent s, a nd sample responses, a re 
included in Appendi ce s A through D. 
A se c ondary method e mployed has cons i s ted in ascertaining 
what is presently being taug ht in the exi s ting service s chool s . 
The pro cedure h ere has been t o write officia l letters requesting 
informa tion , t hrough milita r y channe l s to the United 3 tates 
" b Exc erpt from an address delivered Apri l 5, 1949 , in 
New York; cited in Vita l 3peeches ( November , 1949) , p. 344. 
-==-=-=-=-~====~=======--===---------
l'lii li t a ry Ac ademy a t ilest Point, New York , the Naval Ac a"c.emy at 
An'Ylapoli s , Eary l a:.1.d, ancl the Ar me d Forces Infor mation J chool at 
Ca rlisle .Ba.rra cks, Pennsylvania. 'rhe letters expla ine d the 
nature of the thesis s u b ject, a n d specifically requested a 
11
-Syllabus on I n terna tiona l Hela t. ions. 11 Annapoli s replie d tha t 
t h e item v1as "not available . 11 ( .3e e Appendix E) An analysis and 
d i s cussion of t he material obtained from ~·lest Point and Carlisle 
are presented in the fourth c hapter. 
Th e the s is i s concluded in the fifth chapte r wi t h the 
recommenda tions of the writers , based on the find ings of the 
questionnaires an d the s ervice s chool material, and sup~orted 
by t h e a r g tunents of the a ut!lors ·,vhose b ::wks are li st ed in t h e 
b ibliop;r a phy. 
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CHAP·rER II 
OPINIONS FROM OVERSEAS 
How can an Air Academy train officers to improve American 
public relations abroad? That is the question. It would seem 
logical that the Air Force officers actually engaged in public 
relations worl{ abroad should be best qualified to furnish the 
answer. Accordingly, as the primary approach to the problem, 
questionnaires were sent to all Air Force Public Information 
Officers stationed outside the continental limits of' the United 
States. 
The official list published monthly by the Air Force, 
dated March 15th, 1950, furnished the names and addresses used; 
and the questionnaires were air-mailed on March 27th, 1950. 
Consisting of fourteen questions, the questionnaires were accom-
panied by cover letters and self-addressed, air-mail stamped 
return envelopes. Of the fifty-eight (58) letters dispatched 
to the PIOs, thirty-one (31) were answered. None was returned 
as undeliverable, although the original envelopes bore the 
return address of the senders. True copies of the questionnaire 
and cover letter sent to each PIO, and the list of the thirty-
one (31) respondents and twenty-seven (27) non-respondents, are 
included in the Appendix (A). 
Although the response of thirty-one (55 per cent return) 
must be considered extremely good according to civilian standard · , 
it might well be deemed poor by Air Force criteria. Especially 
in view of the self-addressed, air-mail stamped return envelope, 
and the intrinsic interest of the subject of an Air Academy, a 
much greater response might have been expected from Air Force 
officers--even after allowing for leaves, hospitalization, and 
changes of station. 
Of the respondents, nearly all expressed ·enthusiasm for 
the subject of inquiry. lilany officers included long cover let-
ters in returning their answers. Others used the backs of the 
questionnaires for additional comment to stress the importance 
of public relations abroad. An officer now stationed in Germany 
sounded the keynote of a large number of the opinions expressed, 
when he wrote: "I feel most strongly toward your thesis subject 
and am positive that we in the Air Force should do more to 
increase and improve· our public rela tions at overseas bases. 11 
{App. A-18) 1 
Most of the thirty~one responses furnish fruitful reading 
and constitute convincing testimonials to the need for increased 
activity abroad by the Air Force in the field of public rela-
tions. To include them all here, however, would involve some 
hundred pages in simple exposition, without interpretation. For 
the sake of brevity and clarity, t herefore, only two complete 
sample questionnaire responses are included, in the Appendix ( B) 
one from Germany, and the other from Japan. Although in no sensE 
1 Reference is made here to Respondent number 18, as 
listed in the Append1x {A). Similar references are made through 
lout__the chanter 
10 
typical, the two completed questionnaires may be considered 
representative of the consensus of opinion of the respondents. 
As for the bulk of the responses, they are summarized in 
the analysis which follows, question by question for the fourteei' 
questions. The essence of the answers is presented in tabular 
form, a nd discussed briefly. 
QUESTION 1. How many years and months have you served over-
seas during World War II or the period following the war to 
present time? In what countries? 
The aim of the question was to determine the overseas 
experience of each respondent, in order to weight the answers to 
succeeding questions according to the experience level of the 
officer responding. As illustrated in the table below, four 
respondents had less than twelve (12) months service overseas; 
two h a d over forty-eight (48) months; and the average service 
was about twenty-four (24) months. 
Overseas Service 
Over 48 months • 
36 to 47 months. 
24 to 35 months ... 
12 to 23 months •• 
Less than 12 months. 
5oj • • , o 
. . 10 
. • 35 
. 35 
• ._15_ 
100% 
As indicated by the list of respondents in the Appendix 
(A), many countries of the world were reDresented by the PIOs 
answering. Because of the Occupations, however, Germany and 
~apan obtained the best representation. Many of the PIOs 
~sported that they had served in several countries during the 
~ourse of the war and since the end of hostilities. For example, 
~me respondent with forty-two (42) months overseas, lists Hawaii, 
11 
Bermuda, Greenland, Baffin Island, Labrador, Newfoundland, 
England, Germany, Korea, and Japan. (App. A-8) 
If length of overseas service can be taken as a valid 
meas ure of experience in judging American public relations 
abroad, then the group of officers. represented in this. s.urvey 
may be cons.idered well qualified to advise. With an average of 
twenty-four (24) months, they are overseas veterans. 
QUESTION 2. How many years and months. have you been as .. 
signed to duty as PIO? 
The aim of the question was to find out the level of 
experience in public relations work of each officer, as a basis 
for evaluating hi s opinions on the need for improving American 
public relations abroad. As illustrated in the table below , 
the average time assigned as PIO was about twenty-four (24) 
months. 
Assignment ~ _PIO 
Over 48 months • • • • • 25% 
36 to 47 months ...•• 15 
24 to 35 months ...•• 10 
12 to 23 months •••.• 15 
Less. than 12 months •.• _25_ 
100% 
Comparing questions 1 and 2, it will be noted that the 
average time of ass.ignment as PIO, and the a verage time of 
service overs.ea s, are both about twenty-four (24) months. How-
ever, there can be no genuine correlafion between the two phe-
nomena. With the normal overseas tour for all personnel aver-
aging about thirty-six (36) months, the finding of twenty-four 
(24) months for the PIOs merely represents an Air Force-wide 
12 
average of overseas service. 
One significant fact does emerge, however, from a com-
parison of the answers to the two questions. Although only 
fifteen per cent (15%) of the PIOs overseas have less than 
twelve (12) months overseas service, thirty-five per cent (35%) 
of the overseas PIOs have been assigned to duty as PIO less tha 
twelve (12) months. Thus, it is all too evident that untrained 
officers have been assigned as PIOs as a new or additional duty. 
The reason for this situation must either be a shortage of 
trained PIOs overseas, or a lack of appreciation on the part of 
commanders of the importance of public relations activities 
overseas. If PIOs are today being assigned in the same spirit 
as old-time mess officers, there is all the more pressing a nee 
for training officers to improve American public relations 
abroad. 
Another significant fact which is apparent from the abov 1 
table, is the concentration at top and bottom of the scale. It 
-is clear that, in terms of experience, about twenty-five per 
cent (25%) of the Air Force PIOs are well qualified; thirty-fiv 
per. cent (35%) are hardly qualified at all; and the remaining 
forty per c ent (40%) are more or less qualified. 
QUESTION 3. h~t training that would prepare you for publi 
relations activities overseas did you receive pri~r to goin 
overseas? (In service schools, civilian institutions, or 
otherwise.) 
The aim of the question was to determine the general 
educational level and the degree of training of the officers 
serving overseas as PIOs. In t he table below, the respondents 
----=-=-=--=-=H====~=============== --=--===.· 
1 ______ _ 
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------ 1! hav:-~een classified according to their highest level of train-
I 
l ing. 
! 
I 
I 
il 
Training prior to Overseas Ass ignment 
Extensive civilian and/or military experience •• 15% 
Considerable civilian and/or military experience. 15 
Service Course only training received .••••• 20 
One year of college only training received. • • • 5 
None a t all .•.••••••••••••••.. ~ 
100% 
\ Of all the respondents, only twenty per cent (20%) men-
l! tioned ever attending college. Of this twenty per cent ( 20%), 
II fi ve per cent ( 5%) specified tha t they had graduated; five per 
I ~ cent (5%) claimed one year of college; and the remaining ten 
per cent (10%) did not s pecify. Furthermore, only twenty per 
[j cent (20%) of the respondents stated that they had ever attended 
1a service course in public relations. 
I 
From the point of view of social psychology, which deals 
with polling methods, the questionnaire sent to the oversea s 
PIOs must be considered to have a high degree of reliability. 
The entire 11 universe 11 was polled, and fifty-five per cent (55%) 
!responded . The validity of the answers must therefo r e be con-
Jsidered very high. It may thus be safely concluded that the 
I 
jgeneral educational level and the degree of training of the 
I !officers serving overseas as PIOs, are extremely low. 
11 In the discussi on of question 2 a bove, 1t was stated 
Jtha t only about twenty-five pe r cent (25%) of the Air Force PIOs ' 
![ seem to be well qualified. If there indeed exi st s a technique 
j' of public r elations which requires any tra ining at all, it can 
I 
-~-+e clearly s een fr om the above t a ble that such training has not 
il 
1: 
II 
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been received by Air Force PIOs--at least, those serving over-
seas. Of the top thirty per cent (30%) rated as having exten-
sive or considerable civilian and/or military experience in 
public relations, only fifteen per cent (15%) are even college 
I trained, and none have been trained in military schools devoted ! 
i 
to public information. 
How can an Air Academy train officers to improve Americ8.rfl 
public relations abroad? In the face of the evidence presented ll 
I 
I by the answers to Question 3, it is clearly a vital problem for 
the future of Air Force public relations. 
I 
It would certainly I 
I 
seem desirable, moreover, to attempt to train the eighty per I 
cent (80%) of the respondents who are PIOs today without ever 
having attended a military information school. Such a project 
should benefit even the thirty per cent (30%) of this number wh • 
are well qualified through the "school of experience. 11 As for 
the fifty per cent (50%) with absolutely no training, it might 
reasonably be feared that without training they will do an Air 
Force public relations program more harm than good. 
Q.UES'riON 4. lfuat training that would prepare you for pub-
lic relations activities overseas have you received since 
arriving overseas? 
The aim of the question was to find out what steps, if 
any, overseas commands are taking to train newly assigned PIOs 
in the requirements of a public relations program in the par-
ticular area. Sixty per cent (60%) of the respondents stated 
categorlcally: None. 
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Training _Received _Overseas 
5% 
5 
5 
Trained by Military Government 
Theatre PIO Conference • • • • 
I & E Course . • • . • • • 
On-the-job Training .••• 
Briefing by Predecessor. 
• • • • 20 
• • • 5 
None at all. • • • ••. • • • • ._Q.Q._ 
100% 
From an objective analysis of the table, it may be seen 
that actually only five per cent (5%) indicated a definite pro-
gram which had been set up to train them in local methods and 
procedures. This five per cent {5%) referred to a Public Infor 
mation Officers Conference held by the Fifth Air Force on 
January 24th and 25th, 1950. One respondent wrote, "I am not 
answering your questionnaire because I have been in public 
information work only a short time and have no formal education 
in this work." (App. A-9) However, 11 I am sending you the 
proceedings of our last conference, which I believe will be ver 
helpful to you and will probably answer most of the questions 
that are on the questionnaire. 11 The enclosed proceedings con-
sisted of eleven pages of mimeographed material, including an 
agenda of the meeting, standard operating procedures, and sampl 
blank forms. 
On-the-job training, mentioned by twenty per cent {20%) 
of the respondents, can hardly be considered training in any 
formal sense, since it usually implies beginning as an assistan 
PIO and working up. By the same token, briefing by a prede-
cessor, mentioned by five per cent (5%), probably implies that 
the new replacement arrived a day or so before the incumbent 
-~-=-==-====-~=====-=---~~==========================~============================= =~~7= 
departed Stateside. As for the five per cent (5%) who referred 
to an I & E Course, it should undoubtedly redound to their 
credit that they sought training in a situation where none was 
prescribed. 
The respondent who stated that he had been trained by th 
:Milita r y Government , said tha t he "was fi r st assigned here on 
this tour as J.Vli litary Government Officer." (App. A-18) In thi 
case, t herefore, the training received was clearly accidental , 
a nd in no way planned thr ough training program. 
On the basis of the answers to thi s question, it would 
a ppear that s ome defini t e training pr ogram is sorely needed. 
At t he lea s t, t heatre-wide PIO Conferences might well be held 
periodically. Ideally, arrangements might be made with the 
Military Government or the American Embassy for a thorough orig 
inal br i efing, and regular close contact thereafter, if not for 
formal t r a ining. 
gQESTION 5. \fuat are your specific duties as PIO at your 
overseas base? 
The aim of the question was to ascertain exactly what 
PIO activities were engaged in at a particular base. Mo s t of 
the respondents gave their titles, s uch as 11 Staff PIO, 11 11 itling 
PI0, 11 "Base PI0, 11 or 11 3quadron PI0, 11 and referred to 11 the usual 
du t ies 11 connected with the office. Since questionnaires were 
sent to all of the Air Force PIOs overseas, answers wer e re-
ceived from all levels of command. Mos t respondents, however, 
also indicated specific du t ies or specific limitations to their 
a~vities, in accordance with the following t able: 
'==============~======= 
I 
I 
I 
1 18 
Specific Duties. and Activities as ~IO 
.. 10% 
15 
30 
. 15 
As little as possible ••••.••• 
Mainly hometown releases ••••••. 
Above, plus on-base PIO activities •• 
Above, plus limited off-base contacts • 
A fairly complete PIO program • • • • • . _2L 
100% 
Probably the most significant fact which is illustrated 
I 
by the answers to this question, is that Air Force public rela- : 
I 
tions abroad is largely a matter of publicity. As one officer ! 
I 
wro t e, 11 Practically all Public Relations work, normally per- II 
formed by Armed Forces bases in the States, is performed by the I 
State Department here. 11 This officer, moreover, is PI O for a 
major command. He describes his duties as: 
••• (1) relationship with Filipino governmental and 
military officials, ( 2) releases to informational media of 
many nations, (3) releases to "on base" radio station and 
base newspaper, (4) releases to occupational newspapers, 
(5) releases to U. S. national media, (6) monitoring VIP 
visits, {7) special projects as they arise. (App. A-24) 
i It is among the most extensive PIO programs cited by respondents. 
I Nevertheless, it is directed almost exclusively to publici ty, 1 
! 
whi ch is largely aimed at Americans. Apparently the only direc~ 
I 
contact with the people of the country is through governmental I 
and military officials. I 
'rhe essence of the bulk of the replies is contained in I 
t hi s statement, which represents one officer's comple t e catalog I 
of specifi c duties as PIO: 11 Insure that t he outlying units of 
my Group make hometown releases and report same to me to be con-
1 
solidated and forwarded to higher headquarters." (App. A-12) I i 
I 
Especially at the sma ller bases, additional duties appear 
I 
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to limit the activities of many of the PIOs answering the ques-
tionnaire. The following statement, however, comes from an 
officer stationed at an important European air base: "Eighty 
per cent (80%) of duty time is required for additional duty 
assignment s. 11 (App. A-15) Another officer states , 
.•• I am in addition to Wing and Base PIO, the Wing 
Historical Officer, Base Photo Officer, C-47 Instructor 
Pilot, C-54 pilot on regular runs ... and am frequently 
assigned other details such as courts, boards, charity 
drives, etc. Frankly, it doesn't leave much time for PIO, 
my primary duty. 11 (App. A-31) 
He adds later in the questionnaire: 11 'rhis base is the airport 
of arrival for all commercial airlines serving Japan as well as 
for the Military Air Transport Service. 11 
Perhaps the most revealing answer to the question is 
this one, from England: 11 0urs is a policy of negative publicit 
and as such it is my duty to avoid having our activities publi-
cized}' (App. A-13) From Germany, however, a PIO writes, 
This office releases every bit of legitimate news infor-
mation--good or bad--to American and German pres s alike. 
This policy, although elementary, has proved itself time 
and again in mutual understanding with the German press and 
completely negating any accusations by the Russians smack-
ing of 'Press Censorship'. (App. A-16) 
On the basis of these two statements, it would appear that 
public relations is a highly subjective art rather than an ob-
jective social science. 
QUESTION 6. At your base, what public relati ons contacts 
do you have with the people of the foreign country? With 
civilian employees? With foreign military agencies? With 
local officials? With local charitable organizations? 
With local business organizations? With local police? With 
local press, radio, or other media? With the American 
Embassy or Legation? 
19 
The aim of th:-question was to supplement : he previ:u:l 
question, by probing for specific duties involving the people I 
of the forei gn country. As indica ted by the answers to the 
previous question, a pparently about half of the respondents 
have virtually no PIO contacts with the people of the country, 
and confine their activities to publicity and on-base programs 
de a ling with American pe rsonnel. The following table presents 
a similar picture. 
? PIO Contacts with People of the Foreign Country-
People in general . • • . . . . 
Civilian Employees. . . . • •• 
Foreign l"lilitary Agencies ..••• 
Local Officials . . • . . . . • . • 
Local Charitable Organizations. 
Local Business Organizations •• 
Local Police. . • • . • . . • • 
Local Press, Radio, or Other Media. 
American Embassy or Legation3 ••• 
Very 
Little 
55% 
10 
85 
30 
25 
50 
50 
10 
65 
Limited 
15% 
50 
10 
20 
50 
30 
30 
30 
15 
Ex.tensi ve 
30% 100% 
40 100 
5 100 
50 100 
25 100 
20 100 
20 100 
60 100 
20 100 
Apart from personal dealing s with individuals such as 
tradesmen, maids, and civilian employees at the base, most of 
20 
the respondents seemed to have no public rela tions contacts wit~ 
the people of the foreign country. Ninety per cent ( 90% ) did 
indicate regular contact with civilian employees, who work ed 
2 Many respondents referred to personal dealings with 
local tradesmen as the extent of their contact with the people 
of the foreign country. In compiling this table, such personal 
contacts were not considered as "public relations contacts, 11 
whi ch should form part of a planned program in the line of duty. 
3 Includes five per cent (5%) who specifically stated 
that there wa s no Embassy or Legation in the country. 
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as stenographers, interpreters, and guides, but it is hi ghly 
questionable whether such contact could be considered a ''public 
relati ons contact,tt in the sense , for example, of industrial 
relations or personnel relations. 
Foreign military a gencies apparently were for the most 
part either non-existent in the area or scrupulous ly avoided, 
since only a fel/1 of the respondents ment ioned having any contac 
with them. As for the local officials, many reported contact 
with them on special occasions. However, mo s t remarked that 
liaison with the local officials was a function of the Military 
Government or the State Department. One respondent in Germany 
did state that, 11 At all special events on this base the local 
German officials are invited to attend. 11 (App. A-16) 
Contact with local charitable organizations seemed 
largely concerned with activities at Christmas; although, sev-
veral officers answered t he question with the word "routine." 
Other officers referred to support of the local Boy Scout and 
Youth orga nizations. As for local business organizations, many 
PIOs mentioned contact with them in connection with VIP Sh oppin 
Services and other strictly business dealing s , as well as spe-
cial events. 
The local police were largely a contact for the Provost 
Marshall rather than the PIO, according to most of the answers. 
Local press, radio, and other media were considered important, 
and all of the PIOs who considered they were d o ing a full-time 
job said they maintained close cooperation with them. 
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Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the answers to 
this question, is the apparent lack of coordination between the 
PIO and the American Embassy. In view of our na tional policy 
of increased activities abroad in the field of public relations, 
it would seem that the Embassy should insist on training all 
American PIOs in the Americanpolicy of the country, and encour 
age the PIOs' active participation in public relations campaigns 
Such encouragement might perhaps furnish the clue to elevating 
military public relations overseas above the level of publicity 
to new heights of cooperation . with the foreign community in a 
genuine public relations program. 
QUESTION 7. Do you speak a foreign language? Do you find 
it helpful to be able (or a disadvantage not to be able) to 
communicate with the people in their own language? Please 
explain. 
The aim of the question was, of course, to determine the 
importance officers abroad attached to the learning of lan-
guages. As illustrated by the table below, the value of the 
answers is considerably lessened by the fact that many officers 
serving in English-speaking countries marked the space in the 
questionnaire "Not Applicable," and several failed to state 
whether they spoke a foreign language or not. 
Speak Foreign Language 
Yes • • • • • • • • • 5% 
Yes, not local one •• 15 
No .•••..•••• 60 
Not answered. • • • • 20 
100% 
. Importance of Foreign Language 
Important • • • 
Desirable •• 
Not Important • 
Not Applicable. 
• 30% 
5 
. 20 
-~ 
100% 
It would seem significant that, although only twenty per 
cent (20%) sta ted they spoke any foreign l anguage at all, 
thirty-five per cent (35%) said that they thought it was desir-
able to communicate with the people in their own language. The 
PIO of a major overseas command made this statement: r' Although 
the use of interpreters and translators results in effective 
dissemination, I find it a definite disadvantag e not to be able 
to communicate freely with the German people. 11 (App . A-14) 
Another officer serving in Germany went a step farther and said 
I speak German and French fluently. In my opinion , a 
PIO s erving in a foreign country, must be able to speak 
the language of that country in order to accomplish his 
mission. Dealing through an int erpreter has the inevit-
able result of preclud ing whomever you are talking to 
from 'letting down his hair' and speaking frankly. One 
gains the immedia te- respect and confidence of foreigners 
when one speaks their language~ they never lose their 
reserve otherwise. (App. A-18J 
In Japan, there seems to be evidenced less enthusiasm 
for speaking the language, perhaps because of its difficulty . 
One officer remarked: "I speak the wrong ones, find it eas ier 
to work here with bi-lingual interpreters who can get exact 
a nswers to questions a nd use local idioms when translating." 
(App. A-8) 
gQESTION 8. How do the officers generally at your base seen 
to feel toward the people of the country? How do the airmer 
generally seem to feel? 
The aim of the question was to ascertain the PIOs op i nior 
as to whether American public relations in the area were good or 
poor. Public relations is frequently described as 11 a two-way 
street." Thus, to create favorable attitudes in the minds of 
foreign people toward Americans, it is first necessary to create 
23 
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favorable attitudes in the minds of the Americans towards them. 
From the table below, it would appear the airmen have more con-
tact with the people of _the country, and therefore feel more 
friendly toward them. 
Feeling Towards People of Country - of Officers - of Airmen 
Friendly • . • . • • • • • • • • • 
Tolerant . . . . • . . . . . . . . 
Unsympathetic ••••••••••••• 
Hostile. • • ••.•••••• 
Unknown or Unanswered. . ••• 
. 25% 
. 35 
. 10 
• 15 
._15_ 
100% 
35% 
30 
10 
10 
_1.2_ 
100% 
The validity of the answers to this question is perhaps 
doubtful, in view of the natural tendency for the respondent to 
say simply, ''very satisfactory," or "just like in the States." 
It would seem significant, however, that several officers 
implied that the airmen had greater contact with the people, 
and seemed to like them. From Japan, for example, came the 
statement: "The married officers and NCO's view the indigenous 
people with contempt and prejudice. The single officers and 
airmen have considerable more contact with the Japanese ••• 
and are thus more tolerant. 11 (App. A-12) An officer writing 
from Guam said: "To the ma ,1ority of officers and airmen all 
natives are 'gooks' --used in a derogatory sense. There is, for 
the most part, a definite feeling of superiority. 11 {App. A-23) 
In Alaska, there would seem to be some confusion as to 
the necessity for a public relations program. One officer 
answered the question as "Not Applicable." Another, however, 
said that: "In both cases there is considerable resentment of 
hi gh rentals and other alleged instances of exploitation of 
l ! 2 
military by civilians. 11 (App. A-2) 
One officer stationed in Germany sta tes that: "Most 
officer s here refer to Germans on the whole as 'stupid Krauts'. 'I 
( App. A-18) Another, while admitting that, " Relations (ar e) I 
genera lly strai ned, 11 felt, however, tha t ''an upward trend re- I 
sulting from a better understanding of the two nationalities 
indicates a constantly improving relationship." (App. A-14) 
Judging by the bulk of the answers to this question, 
it would seem that a great need exists fo r a public r ela tions 
program to stimulate in Americans an open-minded atti t ude 
toward the people of the country • . As one PIO wrote in a letter
1 
enclosing his answers to the questionnaire: "! imagine a point ! 
you will make in yo ur thesis is that Public Rela tions is no t 
jus t a job for PIOs but a responsi bility of every man in the 
service--an idea that is completely sound. 11 ( App. A- 31) 
Public relations, like charity, begins at home. 
QUES'riON 9. At your base, what orientation is provided 
for assigned officers as to the mission of the United 
States in the foreign country? What orientation is 
received by airmen regarding the mission of the United 
States . ih the fo r eign country? What agencies (AIP, Red 
Cross, or others) provide orientation for a irmen? . 
The aim of the question wa s to find out what importance 
I 
was a ttached to the problem, and wha t was being done toward 1 
solving it. According to the answers received, little is being! 
done. 
Orientation Provided for Officers 
One-time Group Briefing • 
Two-week Indoctrination • 
Short Talk. • • 
Base Booklet. 
None .•••••. 
. . 35% 
5 
. 10 
10 
40 
Orientation fo r Airmen 
Initial Briefing ..• 35% 
Two-week Indoctrination 5 
Weekly AIP Program •• 20 
Irregular AI P Program. 5 I 
None ••••••••• 35 
100% 1 100% 
An officer writing from Germany pe rhaps described the I 
prevailing status of this as pect of public relations when he 
said: 
This base is woefully lacking in a good comprehensive 
indoctrination of our mission in this country. During the 
airlift incoming personnel received a wonderful briefing 
at the POD. I understand that this has been discontinued. 
(App. A-16) 
As indicated by the table, ninety-five per cent (95%) 
of the officers apparently received either no orientation at 
evidently regularly attended weekly one-hour lectures, which 
in the foreign country. 
If American public rela ti ons abroad are to be improved , 
it would seem from the answers to this question tha t a greatly 
expanded training program, for officers as well as airmen, is 
required. In addi t ion to an original indoctrination course , 
this program s hould involve regular and continuous briefings 
and discus sions dealing with the public relations problems of 
the particular base or area. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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QUESTION 10. What would you say the feeling of the local 
people is toward Air Force personnel of your base? How 
do you arrive at this conclusion? 
The question was aimed at finding out whether American 
public relations in the particular area were good or poor. As 
illustrated in the table below, most of the PIOs apparently 
thought that the feeling of the local people was largely friend -
ly. However, the fact that half of the respondents gave no 
reason for their answer, would tend to detract considerably 
from the validity of the judgment. 
Feeling Toward Ai£ Force 
Friendly • • . • 35% 
Tolerant • . • • . • 40 
PIO's Reason for Conclusion 
Unsympathetic. • 5 
Hostile. • • • • 5 
Unknown. . . • • 15 
100% 
No Reason Given .•• 
General Impression. 
According to Papers 
Close Daily Contact • 
. 50% 
. 15 
5 
• _LQ_ 
100% 
A comparison of the answers to this question with those 
given to Question 8, would tend to indicate that the local 
people feel more friendly toward Americans than we do toward 
them. However, as one officer points out: 
I expected before arriving here that there would at 
least be some sign of bitterness toward us. However, as 
far as I can see, there is absolutely none; rather, the 
J apanese seem as a group to like the Americans - and of 
course they have adopted many of our western ways. 
Whether this is their true feeling or .1ust a guise adopted 
until they can make another Pearl Harbor attack is beyond 
me; but their sincerity is most convincing. (App. A-31) 
He adds, significantly, that: 11 The behavior of U. S. Officers 
and Airmen varies considerably, but their goals and motives are l 
more easily understood •.. 11 
A PIO in Germany expressed the same tendency to withhold 
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judgment, saying 11 To be accurate this would involve a poll 
which has never been made. 11 (App. A-16) He did say, however, 
From interrogat ion of the German personnel working on 
this base, it is generally conceded t hat the occupation 
of the . . • air terminal is a necessary evil and the 
sooner it is over the happier they will be. 
'rhe consensus of opinion from Germany was probably best 
described by the officer who wrote, 
Germans are glad to see us here, to protect them against 
Communist infiltrat ion. They have no love for us--accept 
us as a necessary evil . They play up our failings in their 
papers, but not our good deeds. (App. A-18) 
The feeling of the local people in Bermuda, Newfoundland 
a nd Alaska was reported to be very friendly. However, several 
Alaskan PIOs gave as their only reason for this friendly 
attitude the fact that the installation supported them. One 
officer stated: 11 Usually good--town l a rgely dependent on 
military payroll." The apparent effectiveness of this "payroll 
public relations 11 program would probably surprise many American 
industrialists, who are pinning their hopes for friendly feel-
ing on industrial and community relations programs. 
QUESTION 11. At your base, what type of information pro-
gram is conducted to interpret the spirit and customs of 
America to the people of the foreign country? What type 
of information program is conducted to interpret the 
spirit of the foreign country to American military per 
sonnel? 
The first part of the question is largely a paraphrase : 
of Question 6; the second part, of 9,uestion 9. The a im was to 
probe more deeply into the nature of public relations contacts 
off-base and on-base. More of the PIOs indicated that inter-
prating America to the people was a function either of the Stat 
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Department or the Military Government, and interpreting the 
foreign country to American military personnel was a function , 
not of the PIO, but of the Information and Education (I & E) 
Officer. The clear implication of this state of affairs, of 
course, is that PIOs are not public relations officers but 
simply 11 information" or publicity men. 
Programs to Interpret 
America to Foreigners 
M.G. or State Dept ••• 35% 
Press Releases. • • • • 5 
Open Houses • • • . . . 5 
None ••.•.••••• 35 
Not Applicable. . • _gg__ 
100% 
To Interpret Foreign 
Countries to Americans 
I & E (or AIP) .... 40% 
Base Newspaper . . • . 5 
Language Class, Tours. 5 
None • . . • . . • 30 
Not Applicable • • . ._gg__ 
100% 
Most of the respondents included in the category "Not 
Applicable," were serving either in Hawaii or in Ala ska, which 
one officer described as "in reality just a semi-isolated 
state." (App. - A-6) Bermuda, likewise, was depicted as highly 
Americanized. An officer stationed there wrote: "There is no 
more need to indoctrinate military personnel in procedures and 
customs here than in most Stateside bases." (App. A-27) From 
another English-speaking base, Newfoundland, came the most 
complete answer to this question. The PIO wro t e: 
Socia l and business contacts by officers and airmen . . 
are regarded as the best possible media of interpreting the 
'American Way of Life' to any non-American (US) people. Of 
course, AIP and Orientation lectures from time to time 
stress the necessity of respecting local traditions, cul-
ture, and history and of avoiding political discussion • . 
Base radio programs, too, while broadcast for military 
personnel only, are heard by thousands of Newfoundland 
people and give the 'American Slant.' Releases regarding 
the observance of such Federal Holidays as ,July 4th, May 
30th, February 22nd, and Thanksgiving Day a lways emphasize 
the significance of the day and its origin . (App. ·A-25) 
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As far as it goes, this approach to the problem would seem to 
be desirable. Moreover, this respondent described elsewhere in 
the questionnaire (~estion 6) an extensive program of communitY~ 
relations, including constant contact with charitabl e, business ! 
and civic organizations . However, it is reasonable to conclude 
from the answers to most of the other questionnaires, that the 
bulk of the PIOs overseas limit themselves to this largely 
informational and publicity approach. It is to be feared that 
social and business contacts by officers and airmen frequently 
must be regarded as the worst possible media for a favorable 
interpretation of the American Way of Life--unless the officers 
and airmen are genuinely oriented as American Ambassadors of 
Good Will. Orientation lectures 11 from time to time 11 would 
certa inly constitute a step in the right direction, but in many 
foreign a reas they are patently insufficient. As for radio 
programs and press releases, they are unquestionably desirable. 
But it would seem unfortunate to limit a public relations pro-
gr am to these strictly propaganda activities in countries where 
no iron-curtain prevents a more extensive program. 
In Germany, for example, of all the countries of the 
world, t here is surely a great need and opportunity for improv-
ing American public relations. Yet most of the respondents 
said there was no program at their base to interpret America to 
the people of the country. One officer said, 11 ltle do have an 
active German Youth Activi ties program--some of the local kids 
are learning about us, but their parents are not. 11 (App. A-18) 
' 
I 
I 
" II 
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-~s for a program to interpret the country to Americans, he 
jadded, "Other than the AIP program, which in this respect is 
1no t adequate, none." 
lj 
li 
II 
II 
I From Japan came one answer, "No organized program. But 
I almost every American who has Japanese working for him spends 
II 
II 
I 
~~ some time explaining us to them; our pride does that. n (App. 
~~ A-12) As for a program for the American personnel, this respond t 
I ent added, "Very little. One five minute radio program per day IJ 
the only designed program. Most Americans are too in t erested I; 
themselves to want to understand the Japanese." I, II 
'I 9,UESTION 12. Do you feel that there is a need for a public 1 
relations program to interpret the spirit of America to the I 
people of the country in which you are serving? Do you 11 
feel that there is a need for a public relations program to 
interpret the spirit of the foreign country to American I!. 
military personnel? li 
This question is, of course, a corollary of the previous 
!question. A comparison of the answers to the two questions 
would seem to reveal a definite feeling of need for programs. 
lAs illustrated below, forty per cent (40%) of the respondents 
!who recognized the need for interpreting America to the foreign 
~ country, apparently felt tha t the State Department could not 
Jl ' 
1 fulfill it alone; whereas, only ten per cent (10%) answered the 
I i previous question by citing their own program. As for inter-
11 preting the foreign country to American mill tary personnel, the 
1 need for a program was heartily endorsed; although, only 10 per 
11 cent ( 10%) answered the previous question by describing their 
I' 
1 program. 
I 
I 
II 
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II 
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Need to Interpret America Need to Interoret Countu 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • 40% Yes . • • • • • • • 60% 
Yes, but State only •• 20 Yes, but AI & E only. • 5 
No . . . . . . . . . . . 20 No. . . . . . . . . 15 
Not Applicable. • . • • 20 
. 100% 
Not Applicable •••.• 20 
100% 
When it is considered that many of the respondents 
answering "NO" and most of those answer i ng ''Not Applicable" 
clearly meant, ''Not necessary here in English-speaking Alaska, 
Hawaii, Bermuda, or Newfoundland," the feeling of need is found 
to be almost unanimous. Even in Bermuda, moreover, where the 
PIO felt no program was necessary to interpret America to the 
people, he favored one for military personnel. He wrote: 
Yes. It is always difficult for young airmen, in many 
cases away from home for the first time and most certainly 
away from the U. S. for the first time, to adjust themselves 
to foreign customs. (App. A-27) 
A PIO in England, also, said a program to interpret America to 
the people of the country was 11 Not applicable", but as for a 
program for American military personnel, he answered, "Definitel ~" 
A notable ~xception to the affirmative consensus was an 
offic er stationed on Guam. Although he stated he had "very 
little" contact with the people, since the "Navy covers 
Guamanians", and had no program for military personnel, he 
answered both parts of this question with a categorical, 11 No." 
(App. A-22) A veteran PIO in Germany, however, said, "Very 
definitely." (App. A-15) He added: 
It is felt tha t the greatest need for a Public Relations 
program on the part of the American military personnel is 
that of self--discipline and conduct becoming any American 
citizen in a foreign nation. 
Another said, "HICOG is handling a public relations program 
incorporated in their Office of Political Affairs," but, as for 
a need to interpret Germany to military personnel, "Definitely.' 
(App. A-16) 
Striking directly at the heart of the problem was this 
answer from Japan: 
Perhaps some of this interpretation of America to the 
Japanese is being done by Civil Affairs about which I do 
not know a great deal and do not hear much. However, it 
appears that the military would have a strong influence 
here as the people in general are still impressed greatly 
by anyone in uniform. (App. A-ll) 
It would certainly seem that the Military Government or 
the State Department could make the greatest progress in inter-
preting the spirit of America to the people of foreign coun-
tries, by enlisting the aid of the military PIOs, in an all-out 
all-American program. Eager and intelligent volunteers have 
long been recognized as the mainstay of American social service 
activities. An ounce of amateur enthusiasm, under tactful 
direction, is surely worth a pound of professional plodding. 
It is unquestionably a big job to interpret America to 
foreign peoples. It is doubtful, moreover, if the State Depart 
ment or Military Government can do it adequately alone. It is 
probably a bigger job to interpret foreign countries to 
American military personnel--to train them as ambassadors of 
good will. According to one PIO, however, 11 In my opinion, .£1!!: 
big job is selling PIO to ~ ~ AF personnel and placing it 
on an equal staff level, with the proper prestige, with other 
Command sections." (App. A-25) As long as the term "public 
relations" is synonymous with "publicity," this will probably 
prove the biggest job of all. 
~UESTION 13. Do you agree that the character of modern 
international relations, as well as the place held by the 
United States in world civilization, demand and warrant 
increased activities abroad in the field of public rela-
tions? If so, wha t activities? If not, please explain 
why not. 
As mentioned in the cover letter accompanying the ques-
tionnaire, the above statement was made by the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee. This was intended to be a general ques-
tion, aimed at eliciting the PIOs general opinion, not limited 
by his particular duty station. Not a single officer answered 
in the negative. Two officers failed to fill in t he second 
sheet of the questionnaire, and thus did not answer. One 
officer in Alaska, apparently neglecting to read the question, 
wrote, 11 N. A." 
Do You Agr~ .!... .!... .!...? 
Yes • • • • . • • 90% 
Not Applicable. • 5 
Not Answered. • .__5_. 
100% 
If So, \~a t Activities .!... .!... .!...? 
Mainly Propaganda . . . . . • . 25% 
Mainly Educating Military • • • 20 
All . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Need Overall Propaganda Agency ..• 10 
Need Participation All Agencies • • 10 
Public Relations, Not Propaganda. • 5 
Community Relations . • • . • • . • 5 
Same as in U. s ........... 5 
Not Answered. • • • • • • • . ._lQ_ 
100% 
The universal agreement with the statement would seem to 
be highly significant. Even more significant, however, is the 
implication that the Ai r Force PIO should participate in a pro-
gram of increased activities. As one officer said , "Every 
I agency, State Department, Air Force, Army, or otherwise, should 
4 
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recognize public relations as an essential activi ty in the 
fulfillment of the U. s. mission abroad." (App. A-14) Another 
wrote, "Very definitely so, both through the State Department 
and the Occupying forces." (App. A-15) A third PIO suggested, 
"Yes, there should be an entire section of the government set 
up to see that good public relations is conducted in an overall 
plan, and it is very, very, important in Occupational areas." 
(App. A-10) 
Propaganda emanating from a central headquarters and 
disseminated by mass media is certainly effective. However, 
public relations has many more personal methods which are 
equally effective in the long run. What i s needed, according 
to one officer, is: 11 Public Relations with various civic 
groups as well as with the people themselves. Open houses at 
the bases and display of equipment. Furnishing of speakers, 
well qualified to put a cross America's role." (App. A-7) As 
another PIO wrote: "Public relations, not to be confused with 
propaganda, should certainly be a large and integral part of 
any international relations regardless of the locale. 11 ( App. 
A-16) 
There seems to be little question in the minds of the 
PIOs themselves that they should and could, in the proper cli-
mate of encouragement, make a valuable contribution to increased 
activities abroad in the field of public relations. 11 0ur main 
problem, however , " as one officer pointed out, "seems to be the 
education of our airmen that each one is a PIO representative. 11 
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(App. A-5) In order to solve it , there would probably be a 
need, mentioned by one PIO and already cited, to place PIO on 
a n equal staff level , with the proper prestige, with other 
Command sections. But once this problem were solved, the Armed 
Forces, including the Air Force, could certainly do much toward 
improving American public relations abroad. 
QUESTION 14. On the basis of your experience as an over-
seas PIO, what do you think should be taught in an Air 
Academy to provide training for public relations at over-
seas bases? (Please answer this question as fully as you 
feel you can. ) 
This question was aimed at the heart of the t hesis sub-
ject. All but three of the respondents mentioned some g eneral 
fi e ld of need or some specific subject. Two said the question 
was not applicable to Alaska, and the third found "no reason 
for any special subject to be taught for overseas PIOs at an 
Ai r Academy. 11 (App. A-24) Following is a complete catalog of 
specific sub .~ects suggested, and the percentage of respondents 
making each suggestion. 
vfuat PIOs Think Should Be Taught 
Languages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40% 
Customs and Courtesies Observed in Foreign Countries. • 35 
History .......................... 30 
US Foreign Policy, World Affairs, Internat'l Relations. 30 
Complete Course in Public Relations . • • • . • • . . • 20 
Geopolitics, Internat'l Politics, Political Science • . 20 
Public Speaking . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 20 
Writing, Journalism, Grammar. • • • • . ••.• 20 
Etiquette, Protocol . . . . • . . . .•..•..••. 15 
Economics, World Economics. . • • • . . • . • • 15 
Cultural Anthropology • • • . • • . •••••. 10 
Base Newspaper Operation. . . . • . • . • . • • • . 10 
Photography • . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • • • 10 
Intelligence and Security Procedures. • • •..•••• 10 
(Each of the following:) Movie s , Radio, Applied Psychology 
Personnel Management, US Constitution, US Civics, Advertis-
i~g. Salesman~~ __ Social Studies, Humanities, Overseas 
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News Media, · Tolerance of Foreign People, Usual Background 
Education, No Special Training for This Theatre, No Special 
Subjects, Not Applicable •..•••••••.• • ••• • • 5% 
Probably the most revealing answers came from Japan. 
The PIO wrote: 
The actua l PIO work oversea s is almost noth ing but home-
town releases and fe a ture stor ies for the Star s ~ Stripe s, 
a job which requires no further tra ining than fundamen t al 
gr ammar. A PI O program a s i t should be, should include 
definitely planned programs to t he Indigenous as well a s 
to Stateside personnel. This would necessita te trai ning 
in c ultura l anthropology at least. (App. A-12) 
An officer stationed in Germany , apparently t aking a 
more optimistic view of the situation , said: 
I think the time will come when public relations will 
become a career field of its own and it should certa inly 
be taught a t the Ai r Academy level. Just a few of the 
things that should be included in the curriculum are: 
Geopolit i cs, foreign l a nguage, Political Science , and, of 
course, the tools of the trade: Journalism, Radio Script -
wri t ing , and Phot·ography. I have also found a need for 
kno wledge of motion picture technique which would ha ve 
greatly f acili t ated our liaison with movie camera crews 
a nd news-reel camera men tha t are doing a lot in thi s 
area . (App. A-16) 
Another offi cer from Germany suggested a s pec i fic plan 
for an Air Academy to provide tra ining for public rela tions at 
overseas bases. He wrote: 
I n view of my experiences as a PIO bo t h in t he ZI and 
overseas, I feel very strongly in the event an Air Academy 
is established that public relations should be included 
among the ma jor academic subjects. Civilization t raveling 
a t the momentum which it ha s for t he past half century has 
reached such a point that practically all politica l, eco-
nomic, and social achievements depend primarily on public 
re l ations. As for the method of course of instructions to 
be provided in an air a ca demy, I would r ecommend tha t 
personnel s e lected and/or desiring to pursue training in 
public relations would be thoroughly screened and te s ted 
to determine t heir ca pa bilities and apt i tude s fo r this 
f i eld dur ing the first two yea rs attendance at the academy. 
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The remaining two years should be in the specialized field 
of public relations, including at least two major foreign 
languages and a thorough course in current world affairs, 
including the economics and society of the major powers of 
the world. (App. A-15) 
Apparently favoring such a plan, an officer from the 
Pacific added, "Possibly, trained personnel will brief non-
Academy officers and airmen prior to departure from the U. S. 11 
(App. A-22) Another officer stationed in the Pacific, wrote: 
11 I feel that the present PIO course being taught at Carlisle 
Barracks, Pa. , should be a minimum requirement, and once trainee 
the PIO should be utilized primarily as a 5401, and not be givet 
additional duties." (App. A-23) 
Perhaps the most significant fact which emerges from an 
analysis of the answers to this question, is the preoccupation 
of the respondents, not with curriculum content alone, but with 
matters of public rela tions policy. As illustrated by the 
excerpts given above, the PIOs would seem to advocate (1) a 
genuine public relations program, instead of merely publicity 
activity; (2) a career field in public relations, with proper 
prestige and dignity with other Command sections; (3) specific 
training in public relations as in other specialized fields; 
and (4) freedom to engage in public relations activities full-
time, without additional duties. 
Implicit in the answers would seem to be the hope that 
such a policy can be nurtured in an Air Academy , through a pro-
gram in the department of t he social sciences designed to train 
officers to improve American public relations abroad. 
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CHAPTER III 
IDEAS OF PROFESSIONAL MEN 
li 
i! 
I 
I To supplement the ideas of the PIOs as to how an Air 
1: Academy can train officers to improve Americ~n public relations 
·I Ia broad, it was considered desirable to seek the opinions of sev- t, 
I eral public relations counselors not connected with the mill tary. !l 
\Accordingly, abbreviated questionnaires were sent to fourteen I 
I 
!people representing companies which engage in international com-
1 :merce.l Enclosed with the questionnaires were cover letters of j, 
I I 
it explanation, and air-mail stamped self-addressed return envelopes!f 
!
!samples of the questionnaire and letter, and a list of the I 
I 1 
11 respondents, are included in the Appendix (C). jl 
,I Eight answers were received, with no letters returned as ,. 
I 
I• 
1
jundeli vera ble. By an interesting coincidence, this return repre l 
:, sents fifty-five per cent ( 55%), as in the case of the survey of -~ 
iJ overseas PIOs described in the previous chapter. Like the P!Os , 
!the civilian experts who deal in interna tional public rela tions 11 
1
seemed to agree that an Air Academy can do much to tra in officersJI 
li to improve American public relations abroad. 
,, Although only four questions were asked, it would seem 
I, 
;! impractical to list all the answers given. For the sake of 
l~anageability, therefore, one complete response to the question-
i' 
'naire is included in the Appendix (D), and illustrative excerpts 
1 The list was recommended by Virgil L. Ra~~in, editor of 
' the Public Rela tions Journal, and Division Director of Public 
1
Relations at Boston University. 
I 
I 
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form the bulk of the text which follows. 
QUESTION 1 . The .Sena te Foreign Relations Committee recently 
made the statement that 11 The character of modern interna-
tional relations and communications, as well as the place 
held by the United States in world civilization , demand and 
warrant increased activi t ies abroad in the field of public I 
relations. 11 Do you agree? - If so, what activities? If not 
please explain why not. 
Purposely broad, the question was aimed at eliciting a 
generalized response. As one man, author of a recent book on 
public relations, answered, 11 With respect to your question No. 1, 
alone, a book coul d be written. 11 (App. C-7) 2 Another pointed 
out that an intelligent answer 11 would, in fact, call for no 
little study. 11 (App. C-3) All agreed, however, and most agreed 
emphatically, tha t increa sed activiti e s are warranted. Surely 
not d i sagreeing, the most conservative respondent said: 
• • • certainly we should have a strong public relations 
program abroad. But whether this calls for increased activ-
ities, or a strengthening of those we already have, I am not 
in a po s ition to say. (App. C-3) 
An enthusiastic supporter of increased activities wrote, 
11 I certainly DO agree, 11 and expla ined: 
A large-sca l e , well functioning U. S. international prop-
aganda machine is as important in 'peace' time as the OWI 
was in wartime. It is as much a weapon for peace or wartime 
as any weapon in the military arsenal. If we could develop 
a U. S. propaganda (Public Relations) machine half as effi-
cient and effective as that which the British have, we would 
only be giving our country an equal opportunity with the 
other countries of the world. (App. C-8) 
As to what activities, half of the respondents seemed to 
put their faith in propaganda techniques , and half tended to 
2 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations in this chapter I 
are taken from the eight questionnaires returned by the respond-
ents listed in the Appendix ( C). 
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1
\ emphasize that actions speak louder than words. As one man said, 
11 \'fuat Americans do abroad is more important than what we ~ II 
about ourselves ••• One picture is worth 10,000 words. a ( App.
1 
C-1) Another pointed out that "Public relations often consists 
I more of action than of 1,.,rords. 11 (App. C-3) A third said, 11 I'm 
1 not much for the 'i'rindbag brand of PR. 11 (App. C-8) 
I Personal contact with foreign media representatives was 
recurrently recommended in terms of junkets, exchanges of per-
sonnel, and permanent assignment of personnel abroad. One 
I 
·I respondent suggested "Exchange of speakers, editors and other 
I' opinion molders." (App. C- 2) Another, to augment present 11 
, activities 11 by placing more trained American news men in ~trate- \.1\ 
I 
lgic spots abroad. 11 (App. C-6) A specific plan involving organ- ! 
I 
l ized tours was proposed by one man, who wrote: 
I 
,. 
li 
I am a great believer in junkets. I would get more and 
more European newspaper writers to America, on well organ-
ized tours that would start in Washington, with contacts ::_. 
with top government officia ls in State, Commerce and Na-
tional Defense. Then I would take t h em to key industrial 
centers like Detroit, Pittsburgh, Chicago and Akron for 
1 
vis i ts with top executives in business and industry, plant 
tours and community appraisal. I would expo s e them to labor i 
leaders and farm leaders. I would let them write what they 
see for their home news services and publications. I think 
1 they would carry more weight than all releases we could make. 
I think enough variety is possible to have several junkets, 
by rotating cities and bringing in different groups. 
(App. C-4) 
\!Still another answer called for 11 News and magazine articles 1 
1\wri tten by nationals of the countries affected • . • 11 (App. C-2) 11 
1 
Personal contact was also mentioned in connection with I 
,i"the growing movement for overseas business houses to send com- I 
i\pany officers to this country to study American public relations~' ~! 
I 
I 
:j 
I 
I 
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which the respondent described as 11 fine, but it doesn't take 
l care of the misinformation behind t he iron curtain." (App. C-7) 
l A fina l reference to the importance of the personal touch in 
lpublic relations, dealt with: 
••• public relations a ctivi ty by citizens of our coun-
try who travel in foreign countries, a nd by our nationals 
who are living there. Of course it is helpful to have 
military and government personnel active also. 11 (App. C-5) 
QUESTION 2. In your opinion, how can Air Force personnel 
stationed at overseas bases, contribute to improving Ameri-
can public relations abroad? 
I 
The aim of the question was to probe for specific sugges- · 
l tions as to how the Air Force could fit into an overall program ~ of increased activities abroad. Even the most conservative I 
II 
Ire spondent agreed, 11 Certainly, too, Air Force personnel and all 
1
1 
'!
1( ther military personnel should have a part in this program; 11 \ 
!although he added, "but it would take a great deal of research 
I! and planning to enable one to say how this should be done." 
lt (App. C-3) 
!'"ants to control ambassadors of good will abroad. 11 (App. C-4) 
As another man pointed out, 11 The State Department 
!However, he agreed that 11 Interpreting the spirit and policies 
governments and people overseas is a joint undertaking of our 
jstate department, our military people and the overseas govern-
! en ts themselves . 11 (App. C-4) 
I 
i Half of the answers tended to emphasize what should be 
I 
of 
II 
aone, a~d the other half, how to do it. As for the former, one 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lman advised, "Show consideration for local customs and conditions' 
I I 
l~on' t criticize. Be careful of deportment in restaurants and 
I ~======'I,L 
!' 
.JI~=~ 
:r 
I 
II 
lj 
I 
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bars. 
seen. 
Remember that all America is judged by the few Americans 
(App. C-2) Another said, "First, the example set in 
personnel relationships with foreign people will mean more than 
any other one factor." (App. C-1) In the same vein, still 
another wrote: 
Off hand I would say that the best contribution Air Force 
personnel abroad could make to a better understanding of 
this country and to improvement of American public relations 
abroad is through the example they set in their own conduct. 
Establishment of friendship which would result in the ex-
change of information is also helpful, but makes only a 
slight dent in the whole problem. (App. C-7) 
The fourth man emphasizing thts aspect of Air Force public rela-
tions, answered; 
Air Force personnel stationed overseas, through their 
many contacts, can help spread the true story of what has 
been accomplished in the United States through private enter 
prise and a democratic system of government. The mere fact 
that the military in our country is subordinate to the 
civilian government should be a matter of good public rela-
tions in many countries. ( App. C-5) 
Among the answers dealing with specific methods, is the 
laconic statement of one man: "Trained news men and public 
rela ti ons men in the Air Force personnel." ( App. C-6) Another 
respondent agrees that: 
This should be part of U. s . Air Force education. An 
efficient, £rOfessional PR division, manned RY. experts, 
should be organized within the military. PR should be as 
much a part of Air Force personnel training as any other 
phase of Air Force education. It is no minor chore, nor 
is it something for outside PR people to 'play' with. 
It's as real and as serious as any other wartime operation; 
It merits equal consideration. (App. C-8) 
Elaborating this theme, an answer reads: 
Air Force personnel can be factors in American public 
relations abroad, if properly trained. Basically, this 
training 1 s political and economic. Th.ey should be briefed 
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by qualified State Department officials on aims and policies 
They should be students of the Foreign Relations committees 
of both houses of Congress. They should know National 
Defense policies and aims, and be briefed accordingly. I 
don't see how this can be carried out except in Washington. 
I think discussions should be . give and take affairs, assumi 
that some of the Air Force nersonnel has seen extensive 
foreign service. (App .• C-4) · 
Emphasizing the importance of good behavior, one respond-
ent added: 
• it should be possible to supply Air Force personnel 
with a list of practical suggestions about some of the 
things which are do's and don'ts; also, they might well aid 
in the distribution of picture leaflets, the showing of 
American documentary films and the organizing of American 
recreational activities. {App. C-1) 
Like the overseas PIOs whose opinions were discussed in 
the previous chapter, the civilian public relations experts seem 
to consider that Air Force personnel stationed at overseas bases 
can and should make a positive contribution to improving Ameri-
can public relations abroad. As implied as well as stated in 
their answers to the questionnaire, what would seem to be needed 
is proper training for · the task: personnel generally as to 
their responsibilities, and PIOs as to their specific duties. 
QUESTION 3. Do you feel that there is a need for a public 
relations program to interpret the spirit of foreign coun-
tries and people to American military personnel? If so, 
what kind of program? If not, please explain why not. 
The question aimed primarily at ferreting out criticism 
of the personal behavior of American military personnel serving 
overseas. In this regard, the answers might be considered dis-
appointing, for half were largely noncommittal. In additfon to 
the man who said 11 it would be presumptuous of me to try to 
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answer," another felt that, "the reverse policy is not nearly so 
much needed because of the immense publicity given by our press, 
radio, etc. to the public on a mass scale." ( App. C-1) Still 
another replied, "Not too badly needed. American military 
personnel will absorb this by contact." (App. C-6) A fourth, 
agreeing generally but not offering specific suggestions , said, 
I"Yes, I · think it would be helpful if the citizens of our country 
understood more fully the people of other nations . 11 ( App. C-5) 
Of the half making recommendations, one respondent stated 
11 I simply don't feel qualified to answer this quest i on; or, to 
give you another answer, I don't know. 11 (App. C-7) He added, 
!however, 
I recall with interest and admiration a motion picture 
the British government made to show to British troops prior 
to the arrival of the Americans in England • . This picture 
was all about America from the British standpoint and was 
intended to give the British troops a better understanding 
of the Americans who were about to arrive. Perhaps some-
thing like this, in reverse, might be advisable. 
Another, taking the question in stride, said: 
Yes, could be done in a simple brochure, either on a 
general basis, or individualized by country providing there 
was sufficient military personnel assigned to the country. 
Believe it should contain a substantial list of do's, don'ts 
and whys. (App. C-2) 
One man, answering the questions (2 and 3) together as 
related questions, emphasized the need for a public relations 
program, in terms of training in politics and economics, presum-
ably for the commanders and PIOs. 
The mo s t positive program was offered by the respondent 
who stated: 
4 
I certainly DO believe there is a need for such a program 
But again, it shoul d be only a small part of an organi zed 
1 government propaganda machine, if it is to be anything but a 
surface-scratcher. PR for the U. S. isn't something for 
isolated individuals or isolated PR firms or non-profession-
als to play games with. It's a serious operat i on that 
requires government operation. (App. C-8) 
QUESTION 4. What do you think should be taught in an Air 
Academy to provide training for public relations overseas? · 
(Please answer this question as fully as you feel you can.) 
For the purposes of the present study , this is, of course, 
the most important of the four questions asked. Many of the 
respondents seemed to feel, as one said, that "It is impossible 
to answer this question briefly. 11 About half of the answers 
tend to deal with the ends to be achieved, and the other half 
with the means of achieving them. 
Although most implied it, three of the answers emphasized 
the importance of teaching toleran ce and tact. One man said ; 
••• Air Force personnel might profitably be taught that 
public relations begins as an indi vidual responsibility with 
each person , and that the impression o f this country will be 
the sum total of t h e impressions created by our individual 
representatives . (App. C-7) 
Another pointed out tha t: 
Not every Air Force officer can be a publi c relat ions man 
by a long sh o t . He may l a ck tact, ingenuity, tolera n c e or 
patience necessary. Personal conduct of Americans stationed 
abroad or tra velling as touri s ts often kill the basis of 
good public relations. Complaining, ridiculing, bragging, 
etc. are common. These are human traits that are difficult 
to harness. Undoubtedly, a lot of your good officers, other 
wise, lack these publ ic relations qualities. (App. C-4) 
A rather c omplete statement of the ends to be achieved by an Air 
Academy is made by the respondent who wrote: 
Public relati on s training for overseas personnel should 
stress the fact that while most Americans are inclined to 
46 
He 
believe that everything here is bigger, better and finer 
than anywhere else on earth, this opinion is not universally 
held in other countries. Many foreigners consider America 
as crassly commercial, and its people as uneducated boors • . 
Too many Americans are inclined to compare what they see in 
foreign countries with what they have been accustomed to at 
home, decrying the lack of central heating , modern sanita-
tion facilities, first class communications and so on down 
to malted milks and hot dogs. (App. C-2) 
adds, specifically: 
1 If the Air Academy can inculcate in its overseas personne 
a desire to learn something of the culture, tradition , his-
tory, etc. of the plac es they a r e to be stationed and can 
induce them to 'tread softly' in their relations with the 
people, i.e., to defer to them rather tha n make odious com-
parison, friends will be won and people influenced. (App . 
C-2) 
Four of the answers recommended varying degrees of empha-
sis on courses in public relations for an Air Academy. One 
respondent suggested, however, that: 
••• instead of striving for too comprehensive a course 
in public relations techniques, that emphasis should be 
placed on practical fundamentals by showing movies and pic-
tures of how this type of activity is being carried on 
successfully abroad by some American systems. (App. C-1) 
He recommended reading the recent articles in Fortune and 
Saturday Evening Post about the work of the oil companies in 
Venezuela and in Arabia in dealing with native populations , . cus-. 
toms, political personalities, etc. He said, "It seems to me 
that much can be learned from the oil companies in charting a 
course for other organizations, including the Air Force . 11 
The briefest answer read: "Fundamentals of human relation 
with specific training in the use of all the tools of communi-
cation." (App. C-6) Also stressing the tools of communication, 
lone respondent wrote: 
4 
I I , . 
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1 A FULL PR and publicity course, rating n mpor ance 'il 
with any other training course in the Academy. NOT words, 
but WORK . PR and publicity (Propaganda) require special- Jl 
1~ ized know-how, training and experience. A knowledge of the l 
I' mechanics of publicity i s ALL-IMPORTANT. (App. C-8) ~ 
II I 
I
I Another suggested tha t 11 a regular course in pu bl i c relations be i 
tl taught at the Air Academy. 11 (App. C-5) He explaine d that: 
I
ii In orde r to practice public relations, it must be under_l j 
I stood. My conception of public rela tions is not simply one
1
1 
1 
of publicity. A rea l public relations progr am encompasses 1 
1 far mor e tha n that. It relates to every contact had by I' 
individuals in the Air Force, and it should be a -vrell plan- :j 
I ned program, thoroughly documented by the policies of the ' 
I military organizations. (App. C-5) 
II 
,I * * * * * 
li 
II ,I 
1'1 public relati ons counselors answering the questionnaire, it mus~ 
In order to arrive at a synthesis of the ideas of the 
J: 
I, 
II 
II 
11 
II 
questions are really involved and actually answered . 
' II 
II 
vli th the general American problem, a nd the last three l'<'i th s p e -
'' As a result, only two 11 
1: 
,I 
II 
cific aspects of the Air Fo r ce problem. 
be borne in mind that, of the four questions, the fi r st dealt 
Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis , the 
first should have great interest for all Americans. How can I 
'I the Congress, the administration, and the State Departme nt im- 1. 
! prove American public relations abroad? The consensus of the 
',I· respondents would s eem to favor (1) increa sed propaganda , but 
( 2) above all, increased personal contact in foreign countries l1 
'I I, with people generally, and opinion molders particularly, since 
:I public re lations consists more of action than of words. 
II As for the Air Force problem, the respondents vwuld seem 11 
1: almost unanimously to suggest that (1) Air Force personnel a nd 
===u ==='': ____ _ T i:   
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I all other military personnel s hould have a part in this pro-
I 
J 
gram; (2) through showing consideration for local customs and 
conditions; and (3) thr ough po ~ itive activity on the community 
relations level. As coaching for the part, they recommend 
(4) brochures, movie s , and general educational indoctrination 
for a ll personnel ; and a bove all , ( 5) a program in an Air Acad-
emy to provide training in tolerance and tact, and in methods 
of public relations and communication. 
I 
I 
l 
i 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
PATTERNS FROM SERVI CE SCHOOLS 
Thus far, in this study of how an Air Academy can train 
I 
officers to improve America n public relations abroad, consider- j 
ation has been given to the opinions of Air Force PIOs serving I 
overseas , and of public rela tions experts dealing in interna-
tional commerce. Such opinions must certainly constitute an 
indispensable fund of informa tion for use in planning a currie-
ulum for an Air Academy. 
Probably equa lly indispensable · in such planning, moreove -1 
are the pr ecedents furnished by existing institutions of colleg~ 
level, particularly the service academies. Ac cordingly , let ter ~ 
were sent through military channels to the Military Academy, at I 
West Point, and the Naval Academy, at Annapolis, explaining 
the nature of the thesis project, and specifically requesting 
a 11 Syllabus on International Relations." 
A similar letter was sent to the A~rmed Forces Informa-
tion School, at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Although in 
no sense a college or academy, it is at present the only service 
I school devoted to teaching public rela tions. In view of the li 
emphasis on public relations in this study, an analysis of the 
11 ::::::t:::i:::::l~: :::::::: ;:r i::e:::t:::::m;~oblems was con-
11 The Naval Academy replied to the letter by an indorsement~ 
r 
.I 
I 
in 
of 
the remainder of this chapter. 
VJEST POINT: THE MILITARY ACADEMY 
The mission of 'itle st Point, as stated on the fly - leaves 
several of its ins tructional pamphlets, is 
• To instruct and tr~in the Corps of Cadets to the 
end that each graduate shall have the qualities an d attrib-
utes essential to his progressive and continued development 
throughout a lifetime career as an offi cer of the regular 
army.I 
· This instruction and training is carried out within the frame-
work of three categories: humanities, science, and military. 
II 
For the purposes of the present study, interest is 
ce ntered on the question of how \vest Point is training officers J\ 
to improve American public relations abroad. Thus, it is to 
the humanities, and particularly to the social sciences, that 
attention must be directed. Subjects apparently included in 
the humanities are: Economics, English, Geography, Government, 
History, International Relations, Philosophy, Psychology, 
Language s (Russian, Chinese, French, Portuguese, German, and 
Spanish). 2 
'I 
!I 
1! 
I 
I 
Each cadet at West Point studies one language. Thus, as ij 
(New 
'I 
I 
1 United States Military Academy, Exercise Survey , 1950, \1 
York: West Point, 1950) 
I' 2 Department of the Air Force, Air Force Letter No. }Q-2~ 
1 December 1949; p. 5. 
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I i 
-~~ an Air Force officer now teaching there wrote, "I would point 
out that part of the way we train officers and improve publ i c 
I 
'I 
relations is to teach them the language of the country in which 
they might be residing. 11 3 
A separate Department of Social Sciences functions at 
1 
vJest Point, offering a concentrated course during the fina l two \\ 
. I 
years of study. The sequence of subjects, and the number of 
class hours devoted to each, are shown in the following table: 
SECOND CLASS (Junior Year) 
European History . • • . 65 
Geography •••••••• 37 
Government of U.S ..•• 24 
Contemporary Foreign 
Government .•.••• 24 
History of Far East .•• 28 
(Class Hours). . • • • • 178 
FIRST QLASS i§enior Year) 
Personal Finance . . • • • 6 
Principles of Economics •• 38 
International Relations .• 43 
Economics of National 
Security. . • . • . 20 
(Class Hours). . • . 107 
Totalling 285 class hours, this course is equivalent to from 
eighteen to twenty-one (18-21) college semester hours.4 
1 In addit i on to the general emphasis placed on the social ! 
sciences, for the past three years West Point has devoted spe- II 
cial attention to international relations, through a student 
exerci se called 11 0peration Statesman11 in 1949 and 11 Exercise 
Survey 11 in 1950. Derived from The Broolcings Institution seminaJ 
experience with 11 problem papers, 11 it is used as a project to 
bring together the results of the two years of integrated work 
in the socia l science field. Judging by their answers to an 
I 
I 
3 Letter from T. L. Crystal, Colonel, USAF, Department of 
Social Sciences, West Point, dated .2 June 1950. I 
j 4 United States Military Academy, Department of 
II Sciences' Academic Year 1 49- 0 (New York: v~est Point 
52 
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a nonymous questionnaire, the c adets apparently felt tha t the I 
exerci s e was a valua ble technique. Out of two hundred (200) 
re plies, one hundred a nd eighty-six (186) believed that t he 
p r oject was "desirable and worth repeating."5 
Acc ording to t he officia l report, e a ch cade t wa s as s i gned 
II 
one major current problem that face s t he United States in the 
fo r eign policy field.6 Committees composed of from fifteen 
(15) to eighteen (18) cadets , with cadet chairmen, were fo r med 
1 
to investigate the problem; simultaneously, twent y (20 ) simila r 'j 
commi t tee s s tudied it or any one of thre e or four other pr ob-
, lems . Each cadet chairman called upon his committee members 
for a n analysis of the major components of his problem; he 
esta blished s ub-commi ttees to assist in discovering pe rtinent 
f a c t s; a ll research was coordinated; the objectives of the 
United St a tes with respect to t he problem were defined and var- 11 
i 
ious methods of achi evi ng t hem discussed. In commi ttee ses-
sions, divergent fact s and opinions were reconciled, and even-
tua lly a proposed solution to the problem emerged. Finally, 
each group formulated i t s findings and conclu sions, and pre-
sented them to the o t he r groups in a fif t een (15) minut e 
aud i torium conference. 
II 
II 
II 
(105) 
I 
Only three labora tory periods of .one hundred and five . :1' 
minutes each were devoted to the exercises. However, the i 
I 
5 United States Milita ry Academy , Operation St a tesman, 
~' A Pro .1ect in the Teaching of Internat i onal Relations 
(New York: West Point, 1949), p. 4. 
6 Ibid. , p . 1 
!I 
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I 
'I 
cadets participating apparently contributed considerable 
work to make the operation possible.? 
The five international problems posed in May of 1949 
II 
i were: 
I 
I! 
il 
'I 
II 
I 
1. To propose the major terms of a peace treaty with 
Japan. 
2. To propose a program for the implementation of the ·Ill 
North Atlantic Pact by the United States. 
3. To propose the ma jor terms of a peace treaty with I 
I 
4. To propose U. S. poli6y toward the disposition of I 
the former Italian colonies in Africa. l 
Germa ny. 
5. To propose a plan for the implementation of Presi- 1
1
.\
1
. 
dent Truman's 11 bold new plan11 for assistance in the indus-
trialization oe 11 underdeveloped areas 11 - specifically in I 
Latin America. 
I n February of 1950, the problem consisted of "An 
Analysis of the Bases of National Power."9 Separate committees 
II 
worked on six (6) different areas, concentrating on six (6) ' 
different aspects of analysis, as follows: 
AREAS 
USA AND CA..T\T ADA 
USSR 
GERMANY 
USSR Satellites 
ATLANTIC PACT NATIONS (less 
USA, Britain, and Canada) 
BRITAIN 
ASPECTS 
General 
St r ategic Geography 
Political 
Demography 
Ec onomic 
Iv'J.ili tary 
As stated by the head of the Department of the Social 
7 Exercise Survey, 125Q, Op • . Cit., p. 5. 
8 Operation Statesma11, 1949, Op. Cit., p. 2. 
9 Exercise i3urvey, 125Q, Op. Cit., p. 36. 
I 
I 
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cise Survey' will make it a worthwhile project in the teaching 1. 
of international relations . ''l0 furthermore, the emphasis evi-
dently placed on the social sciences at West Point, should 
is attested to by the mean scores attained by the cadets in the 
Graduate Record Examinations of 1948 and 1949 , as compared with 
a control group of liberal arts college senior men in 1948. 
According to an impartial survey agency, the cadets averaged 
, fifty (5G) points higher on an eight hundred (800) point scale, 
in the field of social studies. 11 
As Elihu Root wrote in 1922, " ••• since the people in 
a democracy are responsible for the control and conduct of 
foreign policy, they should 'learn the buainess•.ul2 Especiall~ 
for military officers, the importance of the study of inter- ! 
national relations cannot be exaggerated. In connection with li 
the p r esent study, however, it must be borne 1n mind that there 11 
is a fundamental difference between interna tiona·l relations and I 
public relations on an international level. For the men who 1 
I 
10 Exercise Survey , l25Q, Op. Cit., p. 6. II 
11 Department of Social Selene~, Op. Cit., p. 12. 
pared by the Educational Testing Service, 437 W. 59th St., 
(Pre-
N. Y.) 
1 
12 Quoted by George A. Lincoln, International Realities 
I 
(New York: United States Military Academy, \~est Point, 1949), 
p. 1. 
I 
I 
I 
wea r pants without either cuffs or stripes, the study of· 
relat~ ons might well be con s idered e qua l ly important. 
AFI S : ARMED FORCES INFOP~ATION SCHOOL I 
II 
Informat io i According to the i r Syllabus, the Armed Forces 
School 
• • • is under the policy supervision of the Secretary 
of Defense. Since it is located on an Army Post, it is 
under the administra ti ve direction of the Chief of Infor-
ma tion, Department of the Army. The staff and f a culty is 
made up of offi cers and enlisted men f rom t he Army, ra vy 
(including Marine Cor ps), and Air Force. Classes are con-
ducted for both officers and enlisted men in public 
information, a nd informa tion a nd educa tion. l 3 
The miss i on of the officers ' public information course "is to 
train selected offi cers and civilian employees ,of all the 
armed forces fo r public information duties. 11 (Idem ) 'rhe 
course is fourteen (14 ) weeks in dura tion. 
,I 
I 
Of interest to thi s study, is how the Informa ti on School I 
is training officers to improve American public relat i ons abroJ . 
The answer is g iven in the Syllabus, which states: 
Since public informa tion personnel s hould have an under-
standing of national and international events which they 
I 
can apply to their specific public informat ion dut ie s, the 
course also includes a genera l background in hi s tory , j 
economi cs and g overnment and the organiza tion of the United ! 
State s armed forces. (Idem) jl 
As i llustra ted in the table below, one hundred and f if t y 1 
e igh t (158) hours, a ppr ox ima tely one- t hi rd {1/3 ) of the c ourse, 
li l3 Armed Forces Infor mat ion School, I Publ ic Information Course, (Pennsylva n ia : I Barra cks, 1950 ) , p. 2. 
Syllabus, Offi cers ' 
AFIS , Carli s l e 
II 
devoted to History, Economics, and Government.l4 
PHASE OF INSTRUCTION CLASS HOURS 
Public Informa tion in General • 
Public Speaking • • • . 
Press . . . . . . . . . . . 
Radio and Television. • • • • • • . • • . • 
Community Relations ...• 
Pictures . .............. . 
Typewriting • . . . • . • • • . • • . • 
Committee Studies • . . • • • ••• 
History, Economics, and Govern~ent • ... . 
Information and Education . • . . . • . 
Administration .....••.•.•.... 
TOTAL . 
58 
42 
60 
44 
7 
30 
20 
40 
158 
14 
6 
479 
Furthermore, of the one hundred and fifty-eight (1 58) 
'I 
I 
I 
It 
I class hours of instruction in History, Economics, and Governmen~1, 
II ! 
eighty-eight (88) hours, or over half, are occupied with World 
Affairs. The following table shows the specific subjects.l5 
ASPECT OF HISTORY, ECONOMICS, and GOVERNMENT CLASS HOURS 
Armed Forces of United States • 
U. S. Government •.•••••.•••••• 
U. S. Economy .............. . 
World Affairs . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • 
Letter Writing. • • • . . • •. 
Official Courtesies . • . . • . 
Human Relations . . . . • • . • 
Historical Tour . • . . . • . . • . 
Exam. . . . • . . . . 
TOTAL • 
20 
14 
14 
88 
2 
4 
5 
8 
--2 
158 
The scope of the World Affai r s section of eighty-eight 
li (88) hours is suggested in the following table, whic h represent ~~ 
1 a digest of six pages of the Syllabus.l6 
li 
- ---...,-----
14 Syllabus, Op. Cit., p. 3. 
l5 Ibid. , p. 13. 
16 Ibid., pp. 17-22. 
I 
I 
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! Current World Affairs (a weekly forum) . • . • 10 II 
1 International Relations. • • • • • • • 5 i'j I Global Geography and Geopolittcs . • • • • • 4 ~ United Nations, Structure and Progress • • • • 4 
I
ll USSR • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . 8 
British Commonwealth • • • • • • • • • . . . • 7 
France • • • . • • • • • • • 2 
1
,
 
Germany . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Other Western European Countries • • . • • • • . • 5 
II, Mediterranean and Middle East. • • . • . 3 
II 
Eastern Europe and Africa . • • • • • • . • • • 4 
Asia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
1
',
1
1
1 
We stern Hemisphere, U. s., and La tin America • 6~ 
Cause s of "v'lorld War II • • • • • • • . 
Wa r and Post War Conferences . . • • . 
I Security for the U. S. . • . • • • • • • • • • 3 
I Guest Speakers . • • • • • • • • • . . • • 8 j TOT~ • 88 
I From the foregoing tables and description, it would 
that the officers ' public information course at the Informa tion ll 
School could hardly fail to train officers to improve American 
public relations abroad. ,: I Although in no sense a college or 
I academy, the School apparently has compressed into fourteen 
I 
I
' weeks approximately the same material given by the Department 
I of 
I! 
I' 
lj 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
the Social Sciences at West Point in two years. Furthermore, 
I 
it would seem significant tha t the Information School devotes li I 
eighty-ei ght ( 88) class hours to vJorld Affairs within a period I 
of fourteen weeks; although, livest Point requires the full senio b 
II 
year for one hundred and seven (107) class hours of similar 
material. 
il 
I' 
II 
As already stated, there is, of course, no genuine basis 1 
f or comparison between West Point and the Information School , 
except insofar as both have a missi on to instruct and train 
- ----- - ~--=- ---~==='--- =-'--'--"-'-=-'='----=====' t~9, -~ 
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'I 
ll 
I 
,, 
1: 
officers. It would seem reasonable to suggest, however, that I 
planning for a n Air Academy would do well to consider the 
methods and curriculum of the Information School as well as of 
West Point. 
I 
Vli th particular reference to the question of how an Air 11 
Academy can train officers to improve American public relations !1 
I 
abroad , the Information School may well be considered to have li 
much to offer. 'rhe traditional approach to International Rela- l 
tions is still perhaps the best one for St a te Depa rtment 
personnel. For military men, however, as well as businessmen, 
I 
there is recommended the public relations approach to inter- 1 
national relations. !. 
II 
Jl 
II 
lL.:_ -""--·-- -
II 
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CHAPTER V 
II 
CONCLU SION AND RECOf.fl'J.IENDATIONS I 
II In the course of four chapters, an attempt has been made , 
I ! 
I to satisfy the need suggested in the thesis title, ''How an Air 
,! Academy Can Train Officers to Improve American Public Relations 
II Abroad. 11 The procedure followed was to send questionnaires to 
all Air Force PIOs overseas and to civilia n public relat ions 
1exoerts dealing in international commerce; and to request from 
I se~ected service schools their ma terial dealing with the problem! 
I The existence of the need was clearly recognized by all I 
l the resp ondents to the questionnaires. They agre ed with the 
I 
1 recent statement by the Sena te Foreign 
"The character of modern international 
Relations Committee, that \ 
relations and communica-
1 
i 
! tions , as well as the place held by the United States in world 
civilizati on, demand and warrant increased activities abroad in 
\ the field of public relations."l They further a greed tha t the 
j\ Air Force, with its many bases oversea s, is inevitably involved 
~ in s u c h activities, for better or for worse. 
II 
1 Tha t the nature of the need required training, wa s the 
I ! almost unanimous verdict of both PIOs a nd civilian experts. 
~~ They felt, moreover, that an Air Academy should certainly under-
1 
1
;take this training. 
i 
I 
I 
ji 
II 
I 
i 
I 
I 
1 Supra, p. 2. 
I 
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As for a solution, the respondents offered their opinions 
about genera l aims which should be pursued by a n Air Academy, 
a nd specific courses which should be g iven. I The rna teria l from 1 
West Point and the Information School also suggested general I 
ways a n d specific courses tending to train officers to improve I 
American public relations abroad. The recommendations listed I 
below represent a synthesis of the opinions of the PIOs and pub- ! 
. lie rela tions experts , the material from the service schools, 
I 
l and the convictions of the writers. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following three recommendations a re made for the 
consideration of the pla nners of an Air Academy: 
First Recommendation. Tha t i t be specifically sta ted as 
. one of the obj ectives within the missi on of a n Air Ac a demy, "To 
train officers to improve American public rela tions abroad." 
The importanc e of this obj e ctive is emphasized by a 
Fellow of the Yale Institute of Interna t ional Studies , who 
stated, "Ideally, the target which the servi c es should s et for 
themselves would be to produce l ead ers who combine the skills 
of p ropaganda, military strategy and t a ctics, diplomacy, and 
economics in a single homog eneous leadership corps . "2 
Prior to World War II, this statement probably would not 
'I have conveyed much meaning to most men , civilian or military. 
2 Supra, p. 3. 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I jl 
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I 
j~ Training in military strategy and tactics of course has always I 
I 
li been a primary objectiv e in any military school. In its sylla- i 
I 
:1 bus, West Point lists among the objectives within its mission , 
II " To g i ve the cadet a basic professional knowledge of the tech-
j· niques of modern warfare."3 Training in economics, likewise, , 
'I 
I is rea dily understandable, as part of "a background of g eneral 
I 
1 knowledge similar to that possessed by the graduates of our 
I 
I leading universities, 11 a nd as a n element of the social sciences 
· "deemed essential to a well-rounded education. 11 (Idem) 
!· But why training in the skills of propaganda and diplo-
11 ma cy for a military officer? The answer is, " 'ro train officers 
I 
1 to improve American public relati ons abroad. 11 Propaganda a nd 
1
1
diplomacy--and p erhaps economics in its useful application--are 
II the revolutionary new techniques of modern warfare. Indispen-
1 
I' 
1
: sable in the conduct of war, they are also a primary means of 
:~ conducting successful occupations and forming loyal alliances 
I through which future war may be a voided. 
I Realistically, therefore, an Air Academy must aim "To 
il g ive the c adet a basi c pr ofessional knowledge of the techniques II 
I I 
!1 of modern warfare-- blov-.r hot or blow cold." By training o f ficers !: 
II to improve American public rela tions a broad, it may well make a 
1
1 
!' significant cont ribution toward avoiding a n old-fashioned war 
II 
1 with new-fangled atomic weapons. 
Second Recommendat ion. That, in order to train officers 
3 Department of Social Sciences, Op . Cit., p. 2. 
i 
to improve American public rela tions abroa d, the Department of I 
So c i a l Sciences at a n Air Academy include courses in the more 1 
recent social sciences dealing with human relations, in addi tionll 
to the traditional ones of economics, -geography, government , ! 
I history, and international relations. 1 
I Today, the hard core of the social sciences comprises the j, 
! fi v e d is ciplines of cultural anthropology, social psychology, j 
Jsociology, economics, and politica l science.4 The problems I 
! these socia l sciences investigate: 1 
•• • are the crucial ones of culture, race, education, 
sex, the family, interna ti onal relations , communication, 
government, business cycles, learning theory, group dynam-
ics, public o p inion, and so on- -the whole broad field of 
human relations. (Idem) 
I I 
jAs s uggested in the above summary, these more recent social 
1
j 
~~~ sciences reflect the modern tendency to seek a pra ctical a nswer 1 
1 to the age-old questions . 
Third Recommendation. Tbat, in order to tra in officers · 
. to improve American public relations abroad, the Department of 
Social Sciences at an Air Academy include a course in public 
relations . 
Publicity a nd public informat ion are a small aspect of 
modern public rela tions, which is 11.§. planned .m::Qgram of policies 
and conduct that will build uublic confidenc~ a nd increase 
public understanding. 11 5 
I 
4 Stuart Chase, 1he Proper Study of Mankind. (New York: I 
J Harper a nd Brothers, 1948), p. 4. ji 
I 
5 J . Handly Wrisht a nd Byron H. Christian, Public Rela- 11 
tions in Management. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1 949), p. 3. Italics are theirs. I! 
I 
I 
I! 
6 
'Policies' means the policies laid down by top management, 
in its stewardship of the institution, whether it be a large 
corporation, a government office, or a social agency. 
'Conduct ' means the conduct of everyone within the organi-
zation from top executive to janitor. (Idem) 
In brief, "Public relations is not a job for just a few profes-
sionals." (Idem) It must therefore be considered important to 
include a course in public relations for al l personne l in an Air 
Ac ademy. 
As a pattern for such a course, the officers' public 
infor ma tion course g ive n at the Armed Forces Information School 
would seem ideal. Described in Chapter IV a bove, it is of four-
teen weeks' duration. Over one-th ird of the material , however, 
would normally be offered in history, economics, and government 
courses g iven in a servi ce academy, as it is at West Point. 
Thus, as adapted for an Air Academy, the new material would re-
quire approximately nine (9) weeks of full-time study, eig hteen 
(18) of half-time; or comprise about one quarter (1/4) of an 
academic year 's work. 
--= =---=tl========= 
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APPENDI X A 
Capta in John Doe 
APO 826 
New York, N. Y. 
Dear Capt. Doe, 
27 Narch 1950 
Since September we have been as signed to duty a s grad-
uate s tud ents at the Boston University School of Pub lic Rela-
tions, under the Civilian Institutiona Prog r am provided for in 
AAF Letter 50-21, August, 1947. By 15 July of this yea r, we 
are to s ubmit a thesis. The s ubject we have cho s en i ntrigues 
us imme~sely , and 1:1e hope you agree that it is i mportant to the 
Air Fol~ce. The title is: 11 How An Air Acad emy Can Tra in 
Off'icers To Im::n'ove American Public Relations Abroad. 11 
We conceived t he i dea from a recent s t ateme nt of t h e 
Senate Foreign Re l a tions Committee. 11 'r he cha racter o f modern 
internationa l :r·ela tions a n d. communication, 11 t h ey said, 11 as well 
8.3 t lle ulace held by t h e Unite d .State s in world ci vili za tion , 
demand and wa rrant increased activitie s abroad in t h e field of 
uublic rela tions.tl 
As Air Force officers, our genera l p ro b lem has to do 
with wha t steps the Air Forc e shou l d t a ke toward increas ed 
act ivitie s abroad in t e field of public rela tions. However, 
vi e want to approach t.11.e pro blem specifically oy setting up 
courses fo r a futur e Air Acad emy to provi d e training for pub lic 
relations at oversea s bases. 
We are s end ing t he attached questionnaire to you a nd a ll 
the oth er Air Force PIO s over s e ~s , for your ideas . Pleaa e g ive 
it your best ef fort s , a n d return it p romptly in t h e inclosed 
self-addressed envelope. Be as suecific a nd frank as possiole, 
brevity is n o object. 
With your help, we may be able to make a contri bution to 
an Air Aca1emy that we a ll ho o e to have soon. 
2 I ncls . 
NICHOLAS DEVORE, JR. 
Capt a in, USAF 
6846A 
Questionnaire 
Self-addre ss e d envelope 
ED'diN H. GARfi.ISON 
Lt. Col. , USAF 
4154A 
iii 
II 
II 
II 
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QUE ST IONNAIHE 
l. How many years a n d mJnths have you served over s e as dv_ring 
World War II or t~e period follow i n~ the wa r to oresent 
- 0 -
time? In wha t countries? 
2. Ho1·1 many years and months h.:.1.ve you beeYJ. assigned to d uty 
as PIO? 
3. What trainin5 that would prepare yo u for publ ic relations 
activities over s eas did vou receive prior to g oing over-
seas ? (In s ervice schools , civilian inst itu t ions, or 
o the rivise.) 
4. What training that wo J l d prepare you for puolic relations 
activit ies overseas have you received s ince arriving 
overseas ? 
5. ~~at are y our specific dut ie s as PIO a t your overseas base? 
6 . At y ou.r base, wha. t public relatLms contacts do you have 
with t he people of the forei gn country? __ _ 
~ith civilian employees? 
With f oreign military agencies? 
·;H th local of f j_cia ls? ________ _ 
' /'lith loc F.J. l c ha ritable organiza tions? ______ . 
With local bu s ines s o rganizations? 
'1'/ith loca l po lice? ___________ _ 
:;H th loc a l pr>ess, radio , or othe r media? __ _ 
':li th the American Embassy or Legation? ________ _ 
7. Do you speak u f oreign l a n guag e? Do you find i t he l pful 
to be able ( or a d isadv antage not to be able ) to communi -
c a. te \·vi t h t1J.e people in Lhei r ovm languag e '( Ple3.ae explain 
8 . Dow d o t he o fficers g enera lly a t your ba a e ae8m to feel 
toward the people of the country? How do the a irmen 
general ly s eem to feel? 
9. At your bas e, what orient a~ion is provided for assigned 
officers as to the mi ss ion of ~he United States in the 
fore i gn country? 
iv 
II 
~~ at orienta tion i s re c e ived by airmen regar d ing the . 
mi ss i on of t h e ~ni t e d ;:;ta te s i n_ t he. fore i ?TI cou~try? . Vlha t I 
agenci e s ( 'l'IP, li.ed Cross , or o t.ne rs) 9rovlde o r lentat l on 
f or a irmen? 
10. Wha t woul d you say the feeling o f t~e l o c ~l people is 
t owa r d Air Force pe r s onne l of your base ? How do y ou arriv 
a t this conclus ion? 
11. At y our base , \·lha t typ e o f inf o rmat i on prog r am i s c onducte 
to inter·oret t h e sniri t a nd cu s toms of' America to the 
peopl e o:r t he forei gn co :..mtry ? 
W~at type of i~f ormation pr og r a m i s conducted to interpret 
t h e sp i r i -t of t be foreign country to American mili tary 
per s onnel? 
12. Do you feel t'm t t here i s a need for a public relations 
pro gr am to interpret the spirit o f America t o t h e people 
o f the country i n which you a re serving ? 
Do you feel that there i s a nee d f o r a public r elations 
pro gr am to i nterpret the s pir it of t~e forei grt country to 
America n mili tSJ.ry pe r s onnel? 
I 
13. Do you a gree that t1-1e cha racter o f mo d ern in te rnat iona l 
re l at ion s , 38 well as the place held by the United d t a tes 
in world civi l iza tion, d emand a n d wa r rant increas ed 1 
a ctivitie s abroad in t h e fiel d of public relations? If s o • 
what activities? If not, p le ase expl a in why not. 
l ·!.t . On the bas i s o f your exper i ence a :::> a n overseas PIO, what 
d o you t h ink should b e t a ugh t in a n Air Academy to p rovide 
tra i n ing for pu blic r e l a tions a t overs e as ba s e s ? (Ple as e 
a nswer t his que st i ~n as full y as y ou f eel you c an.) 
v 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
LIST OF AI R FORCE PIOs SENT QUESTI ONNAIRE* 
ALASKAN AIR COMJvlAND 
Hq. Alaskan Air Command - 1, APO 942, Seattle, Washington · 
Hq. Alaskan Air Command (Cincal), APO 942, Seattle 
57th Fighter Wing, APO 942, Seattle 
500lst Composite Wing, APO 731, Seattle 
5020th Air Base Sqdn., APO 930, Seattle 
5010th Composite Wing, APO 937, Seattle 
5030th Air Base Sqdn., APO 732, Seattle 
Hq. Alaskan Air Command - 2, APO 942, Seattle 
FAR EAST AIR FORCES 
Hq. FEAF, APO 925, San Francisco, California 
FIFTH AI R FORC E - PACIFIC 
Hq. 5th AF, APO 710, San Francisco 
Nagoya AFB, APO 710, San Francisco 
35th Fighter Wg., APO 994, San Francisco 
8th Fi~hter Wg., APO 929, San Francisco 
528 AC/ W Gp., APO 994, San Francisco 
374th TP Carrier Wing, APO 704, San Francisco 
49th Fighter Bomber Wing, APO 919, San Francisco 
3rd Bomb Wing, APO 328, San Francisco 
347 AC/W Gp., APO 929, :3an Francisco 
527 AC/ W Gp., APO 929, San Francis co 
THIRD AIR DI VI SION - ENGLAND 
13. 7503 Base Sqdn., APO 125, New York 
Hq. 3rd Air Division, APO 125, New York 
59th Ai r Depot Wg., APO 124, New York 
7504 Air Base Group, APO 125, New York 
7502 Air Base Group, APO 125, New York 
* The respondents are designated by the numbers 1 through 
31, as indicated in Chapter II. 
I 
I 
I 
lj 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE - GERMANY 
14. Hq. USAFE, APO 633, New York 
15. 7150 AF Composite Wing, APO 633, New York 
16. Rhein/Main Air Base, APO 57, New York 
17. 85th Air Depot Wing, APO 207, New York 
18. 86th Fighter Wing, APO 407, New York 
7100 Hq. Support Wing, APO 633, New York 
36th Fighter Wing, APO 208, New York 
7360th Air Base Gp., APO 777, New York 
2nd Air Division, APO 61-A, New York 
Temp1ehof Air Base, APO 742-A, New York 
TWENTIETH AIR FORCE - PACIFIC 
19. Hq. 20th AF, APO 239, San Francisco 
20. 51st Fighter Wg., APO 239#2, San Francisco 
21. 6332 Station Wg., APO 239#1, San Francisco 
22. 19th Bomb Wg., APO 334, San Francisco 
23. 19th Bomb Gp., APO 334, San Francisco 
FAR EAST AIR Iv1ATERIEL COlViMAND - FEAF 
Far East A}IC, APO 323, San Francisco 
THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE - PACIFIC 
24. Hq. 13th AF, APO 74, San Francisco 
NEWFOUNDLAND BASE COMMAND - ~~TS 
25. Hq. Newfound1and .Ba.se Command, APO 862, New York 
26. 1230th Air Base Sqdn., APO 863, New York 
1227th Air Base Gp., APO 677, New York 
1226th Air Base Gp., APO 864, New York 
A'rLANTIC DIVI SION - MA'rS 
27. 1604 Air Base Gp., APO 856, New York 
28. 1630th Air Base Sqdn., APO 58, New York 
vii 
1602 Air Trans. Wing, APO 633, New York 
1603rd Air Base Gp., APO 231, New York 
1605th Air Base Gp., APO 406, New York 
1632nd Air Base Sqnd., APO 206, New York 
1414 Air Base Gp., APO 616, New York 
PACIFIC DIVISION - V~TS 
29. Hq. Pacific Div., APO 953, San Francisco 
30. 1500th Air Trans. Wg., APO 953, San Francisco 
31. 1503rd Air Trans. Wg., APO 226, San Francisco 
1504th Air Base Gp., APO 184, San Francisco 
1503-1 Air Trans. Wing, APO 74, San Francisco 
1502nd Air Base Gp., APO 824, San Francisco 
viii 
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APPENDIX B 
TWO COMPLETE SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES 
In order to acquaint the reader more fully with the 
sample questionnaire sent out and received in this survey, two 
questionnaires are presented. They are not to be thought of as 
I 
showing "typical" opinions. They are meant only to show the I 
questions that were asked in each questionnaire, and the amount I 
I 
of detail with which the answers were recorded. The examples I 
had to be limited to two because ·of considerations of space, and ~~ 
these two were chosen arbitrarily from among the thirty-one {31) 1 
questionnaires received. 
1. 
2. 
The answers were received in April 1950. 
QUESTIONNAIRE I FROM JAPAN 
How many years and months have you served overseas during 1: 
World War II or the period following the war to present time~ 
In what countries? I 
One year, six months. China and Japan. I 
How many years and months have you been assigned to duty as 
PIO? 
Six months. 
3. vfuat training that would prepare you for public relations 
activities oversea s did you receive prior to going overseas? 
(In service schools, civilian institutions, or otherwise.) 
None unless you would include four years at Smith College as 
a pre-med major, five on staff duty in the Pentagon, one 
year with Military Intelligence Service and a couple of 
months with Joint United States Military Advisory Group in 
~afore evacuated. 
~-====~======~~--
4. What training that would prepare you for public relations 
activities overseas have you received since arriving over-
seas? 
None other than on-the-job-training. 
5~ \'fuat a re your specific duties ·as PIO at your overseas base? 
Responsible for Staff planning, implementing, and super-
vising of the Public Information Program for the Eighth 
Fighter-Bomber Wing. Prepare, or supervises preparation 
of, news releases, ·radio programs, news photographs, and 
special projects for the Wing. 
6. At your base, what public relations contacts do you have 
with the people of the foreign country? Deal with the 
Japanese Press representative on various occasions, with 
Japanese orphanages, printers, employees. 
Wi t h civilian employees? Employ three Japanese, with whom 
I deal daily. 
With foreign military agencies? None. 
With local officials? None other than newspaper officials. 
Local off i cials deal with Civil Affairs who in turn deal 
with us if officials desire any military participation in 
events, etc. 
\r>Jith local charitable organizations? Visit various orphan-
a ges and help publicize their needs at Christmas time, etc. 
With local business organizations? Dea l with the Japanese 
printers who print our base newspaper and with Japanese 
stores, etc. to secure props for shows, etc. 
With local police? Occasionally necessary to secure infor-
mation from them. 
With local press, radio, or other media? Frequent contact 
with local press. 
With the American Embassy or Legation? None. 
7. Do you speak a forei gn l anguage? Do you f i nd it helpful to 
be able (or a disadvantage not to be able) to communicate 
with t he people in their own language? Please explain. 
No. I t is a slight disadvantage. However, not too great 
as most of the Japanese with whom I deal speak English 
quite well. 
x i 
8. How do the off i cers generally at your base seem to feel 
toward the people of the country? How do the airmen 
generally seem to feel? 
We have a great many foreign national employees and there 
is a feeling of friendliness, and courtesy toward them and 
amicable relations prevail generally. Toward the people 
other than employees the same holds true. 
9. At your base, what orientation is provided for assigned 
officers as to the mission of the United States in the 
foreign country? 
10. 
Talks occasionally at officers call. 
wnat orientation is received by airmen regarding the missio 
of the United States in the foreign country? What agencies 
(AIP, Red Cross, or others) provide orientation for airmen? 
Editorials and articles in base newspaper. 
vfuat would you say the feeling of the local people is towar , 
Air Force personnel of your base? How do you arrive at thi 1 
conclusion? 
Feeling in general friendly, respectful, courteous, kind, 
cooperative. People exhibit a strong desire to learn 
English and adopt western clothing, customs, mannerism, etc 
·rry to be helpful when asked or needed, invite guests to 
t heir homes, wave and smile at passers-by. Have arrived at 
this conclusion from seeing and dealing with them daily. 
11. At your base, what type of information program is conducted 
to interpret the spirit and customs of America to the peoplE 
of the foreign country? 
No official program other than social contacts. 
What type of information program is conducted to interpret 
the spirit of the foreign country to _tunerican military 
personnel? 
AIP programs and mimeographed letters explaining the 
customs, and base newspaper. 
12. Do you feel that there is a need for a publi c relations 
program to interpret the spirit of America to the people of 
the country in which you are serving? 
Yes. Believe Japanese press should carry columns devoted 
to American holidays, customs, etc. Believe we should have 
xii 
13. 
4. 
I 
' Xii1. 
I 
i lecturers talk on America--its customs, its idea ls, etc., 
as the Japanese in general seem avid to learn all this; I 
particularly the younger generation who after all will mold 
the Japan of tomorrow. Perhaps some of this i s -being done I 
by Civil Affairs about which I do not know a great deal and 
do not hear much. However, it appears that the military · 
would have a strong influence here as the people in general 1
1
-
are still impressed greatly by anyone in uniform. . 
Do you feel that there is a need for a public relations 
progr am to interpret the spirit of the foreign country to 
American military personnel? 
i 
I 
I 
Yes. We also are avid to see this country, learn its 'I 
language and its customs. The books on Japan are always in 
great demand at the library and everyone, it appears, is I 
trying to learn all he can about the country and its peoples. 
All Japanese events are well-attended by Americans. ! 
Do you agree tha t the charac·ter of modern interna tional 1
1 relations, as well as the place held by the United States 
in world civilization, demand and warrant increased activi- ! 
ties abroad in the field of public rela tions? If so, what I 
activities? If not, please explain why not. I 
Yes. To know is to understand. Only through knowing and 
seeing wor th-while Americans can these people understand 
what the other half lives like and .can we understand thei r j 
reasoning, their hopes and fears. It is hard to hate s ome- 1 
one you know and understand. Movies, lectures, exchange of · 
students and visi t ors, publicity media-radio a nd newspapers,. 
exchange of sports teams a nd good-will ambassadors. II 
On the basis of your experience as an overseas PIO, what do 
you think should be taught in an Air Academy to pr ovide 1 
training for public relat i ons at overseas bases? (Please I 
answer this question as fully as you feel you can.) 
Customs, political-economic, cultural background of the 
country to which it is possible the PIO will be sent; a 
smattering of the language, how to hold press conferences 
with fo r eign press representatives, how to arrange for an 
inter-change of lecturers, dancers, recitalists, painters, 
etc.; how to arrange an exchange of columns dealing with 
each country, poli.cies relating to what information can be 
given to foreign press correspondents, their admittance to 
bases, may they take pictures, etc.; careful selection of 
public relat i ons personnel and thorough indoctrination in 
t act, diplomacy, kindness, humility and humanity. 
j 
I 
Q,UES'ri01TNAI RE II FROM GERMANY 
1. How many years a nd months have you served overseas during 
World War II or the period following the war to present 
time? In what countries? 
4. 
I have served 24 months in the ETO during World War II and 
immediately thereafter, and 36 months on this tour of duty. 
How many years and months have you been assigned to duty as 
PIO? 
Have been assigned as PIO for the 86th Fighter-Bomber Wing 
at Neubiberg Air Base, Germany, since 1 Oct. 1949. 
What training that would prepare you for public relations 
activities overseas did you receive prior to going overseas?! 
(In service schools, civilian institutions, or otherwise.) I 
Was Editor-in-Chief of High School Newspaper and Year Book I 
and feature writer for the Hartford (Conn.) Times, and edito~ 
of College o.f William and Mary weekly newspaper and the year-~ 
book. Was engaged in Public Relations for Christian Bros. 
Wines, and Austin-Nichols & Co. · 
What training that would' prepare you for public relations I 
activities overseas have you received since arriving over-
seas? 
Wa s first assigned here on this tour as Military Government 
officer, which placed me in daily contact with German 
Government officials of all categories, particularly in the 
Army Reorientation program with respect to Germany. 
5. What are your specific duties as PIO at your overseas base? 
6 , 
Represent the Wing Commander in all phases of Public Rela-
tions activities, as well as engaging in usual PIO activi-
ties, which include producing a monthly 35 mm newsreel about 
the 86th, a montQly pic magazine similar to LIFE, and other 
releases. 
At your base, what public relations contacts do you have wit 
the people of the foreign country? I meet very often with I 
German officials, officers and news representative of France, 
Belgium, Holland, Scandinavia, and Switzerland. I 
With civilian employees? Represent the Wing Commander in 
all dealings with German civilian employees. 
" 
I 
xiv 
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With foreign military agencies? I am the official 11 greeter11 
for the lving CO for all VIP visits. 
With local officials? Same as above. 
With local charitable organizations? Engage in publicizing 
Wing charitable activities in German and American press 
media. 
With local business organizations? Act as spokesman for 
various organizations here in dealings with German firms. 
With local police? All dealings with local police are made 
through Wing Provost Marshal. 
~'fith local press, radio, or other media? Work in closest 
coordination with all local press and radio media, both 
American and German. 
With the American Embassy or Legation? 
American Consulate Genera l very often. 
Meet with the Munich! 
7. Do you speak a foreign language? Do you find it helpful to 
be able (or a disadvantage not to be able) to communicate 
1 
with the people in their own language? Please explain. 
I speak German and French fluently. In my opinion, a PIO II 
- serving in a foreign country, must be able to spea-k the r 
language of that country in order to accomplish his mission. 
Dealing through an interpreter has the inevitable result of 
precluding whomever you are talking to from 11 letting down 
his hair" and speaking frankly. One gains the immediate 
respect and confidence of forei gners when one speaks his 
language; he never loses his reserve otherwise. 
8. How do the officers generally at your base seem to feel 
toward the people of the country? How do the airmen gener-
ally seem to feel? 
Most officers here refer to Germans on the whole as ''stupid 
Krauts 11 and have very little social contact with them. Thei 
opinion is shared by airmen, who however, mix with them to aj 
greater degree, particularly socially. 
9. At your base, what orientation is provided for assigned 
officers as to the mission of the United States in the 
foreign country? 
Orientation program here is sporadic and incomplete. I 
I 
r 
II 
What orientation is received by airmen regarding the missio 
of the United States in the foreign country? Wbat agencies ' 
(AIP, Red Cross, or others) provide orientation for airmen? 
xvi 
Airmen AIP program here is excellent, but the ability or 
interest to absorb what they hear in the AIP program is oft n 
lacking, unfortunately. 
10. What would you say the feeling of the local people is towar , 
Air Force personnel of your base? How do you arrive at this 
conclusion? 
Germans are glad to see 
Communist infiltration. 
us as a necessary evil. 
papers, but not our good 
us here, to protect them against 
They have no love for us--accept 
They play up our failings in their 
deeds. 
11. At your base, what type of information program is conducted 
to interpret the spirit and customs of America to the 
people of the foreign country? 
We do have an active German Youth Activities program--some 
of the local kids are learning about us, but their pa rents 
are not. 
What type of information program is conducted to interpret 
the spirit of the foreign country to American military 
personnel? 
Other than the AIP program, which in this respect is not 
adequate, none. 
12. Do you feel that there is a need for a public relations 
program to interpret the spirit of America to the people of 
the country in which you are serving? 
l'1ost definitely there is a need for that program. In fact, 
if we fail in that respect, what have we accomplished, 
besides winning the \-.rar (or did we)? 
Do you feel that there is a need for a public relations 
program to interpret the spirit of the foreign country to 
American military personnel? 
Again, most certainly. You don't make friends and influ-
ence peopl-e by obviously indicating to them that the U.S. 
can do or make anything better than anyone else. 
13. Do you agree that the character of modern international 
relations, as well as the place held by the _united States 
in -world civilization, demand and warrant · increased 
==-=-=-=-=11=====---=- --
activities abroad in the field of public relations? If so, 
what activities? If not, please explain why not. 
I agree most wholeheartedly. Every means of news media 
should be used to the fullest extent to sell Europe on the 
idea that our way of life is the surest guarantee to true 
peace and a better standard of living. 
14. On the basis of your experience as an overseas PIO, what do 
you think should be taught in an Air Academy to provide 
training for public relations at overseas bases? (Please 
answer this question as fully as you feel you can.) 
First, a good language course (and the officer in question 
should then be sent to the country whose language he has 
studied.) Second, a thorough indoctrination in our current 
foreign policy, with particular respect to the country where 
he will be assigned. Third, a study of the types of news 
media used in that country and local usage thereof, in order 
that when he arrives at his station, he will know HOW to get!' 
his program started. , 
X ill_= 
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LETTER SENT TO CIVILIAN LEADERS 
lVlr. John Doe 
123 Main Street 
New York, N. Y. 
Dear lVIr. Doe, 
16 lVlay 1950 
What should and can Americans do to make more effective 
our relations overseas? 
We have asked this question of Air Force officers in 
many parts of the world, and have received some interesting 1 
and stimulating answers, for a Thesis we are writing at Boston 
University, on the subject: "HOW A...li! AIR ACADEMY CAN TRAIN 
OFFICERS ·ro HlPROVE AMERIC AN PUBLI C HELATIONS ABROAD . 11 
What we need now is to supplement t heir ideas with the 
considered opinions of s everal thoughtful public rela tions men 
and women _not connected with the military. Mr. Virgil L. 
Rankin, editor of the Public Relati ons Journal, former presi-
dent of the Public Rela tions Society of America, and now 
director of the Division of Public Relations at Boston Univer-
sity School of Public Relati ons, has suggested your name as 
one of the very faw to whom we a r e directing the enclosed 
brief questionnaire. Your cooperation will be deeply appre-
ciated. 
A self-addressed return envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience in returning the completed questionnaire. 
Sincerely yours, 
Nicholas deVore, Jr. - Edwin H. Garrison 
Capt., USAF Lt. Col., USAF 
xix 
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XX 
QUESTIONNAI RE SEl'T'r TO CIVILI AN LEADERS 
1. The Senate Foreign Rela tions Committee recently made the 
s tatement that 11 The character of modern international rela-
tions and communica ti·ons, as well as the place held by the 
United States in world civilization, demand and warrant 
i ncrea sed activities a broa d in the field of public relations ~ 
Do you agree? - If so, what activities? If not, please 
expla in why not. 
2. In your opinion, how can Air Force personnel stationed at 
oversea s bases, contribute to improving American public 
rela tions a br oad? 
3. Do you feel that t here · i s a need fo r a public relations pro-
gram to interpret the s pirit of forei gn countries and people 
to American military per sonnel? If so, wha t kind of program 
If not , plea se explain why not. 
4 . Vfua t do you thin1{ should be taught in an Air Academy to 
provide training for public rela tions overseas? (Please 
answer t his question as fully as you feel you can.) 
I 
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i 
LI ST OF CIVILIANS CONTACTED 
1. Crawford Wheeler VP , Chase Nat'l Bank New York , N. Y. 
2. John B. Walker Pres., Publicity Firm II II 
3. M. Murphy VP, N. w. Ayer & Son II II 
4. Don Hogate PR Counselor Washington , D. 
I 5. R. Ramspeck VP, Air Transport Assn. II II 
16. c. c. Carr ALCOA St.Petersburg , 
17. J. Handley Wright VP, l'lonsanto Chern. Co. St. Louis, rvio. 
8. Cha ce Conley Conley Associates New York , N. Y. 
c. 
I Fla . 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FROM BUSINESS LEADER 
1. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee recently made the 
statement that 11 The character of modern international rela-
tionsand communications, as well as the place held by the 
United States in world civilization, demand and warrant 
increased activities abroad in the field of public rela tiona ' 
Do you agree? - If so, what activities? If not, please 
explain why not. 
Agree. News and magazine articles written by nationals of 
the countries affected, outlining the American way of life 
and the American attitude towards other nations i.e., stres 
ing utter lack of imperialistic design whether either mili-
tary or economic. Recorded radio programs and motion pictures 
along same lines. Exchange of speakers, editors and other 
opinion molders. 
2. In your opinion, how can Air Force personnel stationed at 
overseas bases, contribute to improving American public 
relat ions abroad? 
Show consideration for local cus toms and conditions--don't 
criticize. Be careful of deportment in restaurants and 
bars. Remember that all America is judged by the few Ameri-
cans seen. 
3. Do you feel that there is a need for public relat ions pro-
gram to interpret the spirit of foreign countries and people 
to American military personnel? If so, what kind of program~ 
If not, please explain why not. 
Yes, could be done in a~mple brochure, either on a general 
basis, or individualized by country providing there was 
sufficient military personnel assigned to the country. 
Believe it should contain a substantial list of do's, don'ts 
and whys. 
4. What do you think should be taught in an Air Academy to 
provide training for public relations overseas? (Please 
answer this question as fully as you feel you can.) 
Public relations training for overseas personnel should 
stress the fact tha t while most Americans are inclined to 
believe that everything here is bigger, better and finer 
than anywhere else on earth, this opinion is not universally 
held in other countries. Many foreigners consider America 
as crassly commercial, and its people as uneducated boors. 
Too many Americans are inclined to compare what they see in 
foreign countries with what they have been accustomed to at 
home ~ decrying the lack of central heating, modern sanitatio 
facilities, first class communications .and so on down to 
malted milks and hot dogs. If the Air Academy can inculcat 
in its overseas personnel a desire to learn something of th 
culture, tradition, history, etc. of the pla ce s they are to 
be stationed and can induce them to ''Tread softly 11 in the ir 
relations with the people i.e., to d efer to them r a ther tha 
make odious comparisons, friends will be won and people 
influenced. 
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APPENDIX E 
LETTER SEN'r TO U. S. NAVAL ACADEJ:;!IY 
21 February 1950 
SUBJECT: Request for Unclassified Research Material 
TO: Commandant 
USAF Institute of Technology 
Wright - Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
Attn: Civilian Institutions Division 
1. Request this letter be approved and forwarded by 
indorsement to the Commandant, United States Naval Academy, 
Annapolis, Maryland. 
2. The Officer named below is assigned to the USAF 
I nsti t ute of Technology wi th station at Boston University, 
Boston, Ivlassachusetts, for f?raduate training in Public Rela-
tions. A thesis enti t led, 1 HOW AN AI R ACADEMY CAN TMIN . 
OFFICERS TO IIviPROVE AlYlERICAN PUBLIC RELAl'IONS ABROAD, 11 has 
been approved by the Commandant, USAF . Institute of Technology. 
The material listed below is for use in this project. 
3. I do not desire to us e classified material. 
4. Officer named below completed WD AGO Form 643A 
(Personal History Statement-Pink) at Langley Air Force Base, 
Virginia, on approxima tely 1 March 1949. 
5. If the material listed below is readily available, 
or may be assembled and forwarded to subject officer without 
undue inconvenience, your action in doing so will be appre-
ciated: 
a. Syllabu£ on International Relations. 
ED,UN H. GARRISON 
Lt. Col., USAF 
137 Jaques Street 
Somerville, Massachusetts 
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LETTER RECEIVED FROM U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY 
7010 
Ser 258674 
15 Ivlar 1950 
SECOND ENDORS~~ENT on Lt. Col. Edwin H. Garrison's ltr of 
21 Feb 1950 
From: Superintendent, U. s. Naval Academy 
To: Lt. Col. Edwin H. Garrison, USAF 
Via: Commandant, USAF Institute of Technology 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
Subj: Request for Unclassified Research Material 
1. Returned. 
2. The item requested in paragraph 5 of basic correspondence 
is not available at the U. S. Naval Academy. 
J. L. HOLLOWAY, JR. 
R. G. LEEDY 
By direction 
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